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Typically, linguists study things that people actually say, but this dissertation focuses on 
what people do NOT say; specifically, it deals with main-clause omission. This paper presents an 
empirical study on main-clause omission constraints in Japanese after the concessive particle ga 
(‘although’/’but’), the first known controlled experiment of its kind in the literature. It 
investigates, from a pragmatic and discourse-analytic perspective, intuitive judgments regarding 
the allowance of main-clause omission in Japanese, in an attempt to reveal whether Japanese 
Native Speakers (JNS) use main-clause omission as a pragmatic strategy, as is suggested in the 
literature. If they do, then what triggers main-clause omission in Japanese and whether this 
pragmatic strategy is rule-governed and systematic are further areas of interest and investigation.  
Moreover, this study presents a comparative analysis regarding the behavior around 
main-clause omission in natural conversation in both Japanese and in a language that is rarely 
directly compared to it in the literature: Hebrew. The reason for this comparison is that these two 
languages contrast pragmatically: Japanese is considered to be one of the most “high-context” 








speaker, and very little is said explicitly, meaning a language that encourages omission in general; 
Hebrew, on the other hand, is considered to be one of the most “low-context” languages in the 
world—i.e., a language in which most of the information is expressed explicitly, and omission is 
discouraged (Hall, 1976, p.79, 98).  
Lastly, predicting a difference in behavior around main-clause omission between the two 
languages, this study looks at Hebrew native speakers who are learners of Japanese, in an 
attempt to reveal whether the Japanese native speakers’ behavior around main-clause omission is 
learnable or not by Hebrew native speakers (HNS).  
Results from experiments conducted on 40 participants—20 native speakers from each 
linguistic group—show that main-clause omission is not acceptable among Hebrew native 
speakers (HNS), but is widely acceptable, in certain contexts, among Japanese native speakers 
(JNS). Results also reveal that JNS use the omission as a pragmatic strategy, not randomly but 
systematically, and that the speech act of Mitigation in the subordinate clause is a crucial trigger 
for main-clause omission. Further, they reveal a sharp disparity in the cultural interpretation of 
main-clause omission: JNS view it as a strategy to show respect and politeness toward the 
listener, while HNS view it as an expression of disrespect. A follow-up experiment on 20 HNS 
who are advanced Japanese language learners (JLL) reveals that despite cultural and discourse 
pragmatic differences, the widely employed strategy of main-clause omission among JNS is 
learnable among non-native Japanese speakers. The study concludes that incorporating discourse 
pragmatic strategies of this kind into language textbooks and curricula, especially for speakers 
with different communication tactics, such as JNS and HNS, would contribute to higher 
proficiency of the target language and its cultural norms. Ultimately, the results strengthen the 
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1. CHAPTER 1: BACKGROUND AND INTRODUCTION 
1.1.     Initial motivation for the study 
I started studying Japanese in 1996, and since then I aspired to reach a near-native level 
in this language. I lived in Japan for several years, passed the highest level (level one, considered 
as “near-native” level) of the international Japanese Language Proficiency Test (JLPT), and then 
in 2005, I started teaching Japanese at Hunter College of the City University of New York, with 
a good grasp of the language. At Hunter, my colleagues and I have mostly e-mailed each other in 
Japanese. Over these years of teaching, I have been fortunate to have the head of the Hunter 
Japanese Program constantly giving me comments on every word, letter, aspect of grammar, and 
correcting awkward mistakes in my writing. I tried to understand each of her corrections and 
asked questions that allowed me to continually improve the quality of my e-mails. Over the years, 
I made fewer grammar and vocabulary mistakes. I noticed that her comments very often started 
with, “Your grammar was perfect, but…” and after this “but,” her comments were not about my 
grammar but about my pragmatics. More specifically, her most frequent comments were that I 
was, paradoxically, either too polite, or too direct. Thanks to her comments, I started to notice 
that what really prevented me from reaching a real near-native level lay in my Japanese 
pragmatics competence. Even today, I still feel that there is something in the pragmatics of the 
Japanese language that is difficult for me to fully grasp, no matter how much and for how many 
years I have been aware of it, and been trying to improve it.  
When I was able to pinpoint the obstacle preventing me from reaching a near-native level, 
I realized that this area within second-language acquisition of pragmatics was a topic that 








the Japanese native speakers’ balance of directness—the element so difficult for me to acquire—
were the following: 
• What specific pragmatic strategies in Japanese touch this subject of directness?  
• Are these pragmatic strategies systematic, and if so, what are their constraints? 
• How do my native language (Hebrew) and culture differ from Japanese, in directness? 
• Is the fact I cannot grasp the pragmatic balance around directness connected to negative 
pragmatic transfer? 
• Is the pragmatic system, and more specifically, is the directness of a language learnable? 
• Are there systematic rules in the pragmatics of languages that can be acquired (i.e., 
taught/learned after the critical period of first language acquisition)?  
These questions, which became the main questions in my research, led me on a fascinating 
journey, in which I made interesting discoveries, which I share with you in this dissertation. 
	  
1.2.    Introduction  
The Japanese language is known for its tendency toward omission. This dissertation 
focuses on main-clause omission constraints, which is one sub-category of the larger category of 
all omissions, in a language with high rates of omission in general. Japanese omission constraints 
have been addressed extensively in the literature; for example, NP-omission constraints have 
received attention from well-known researchers in the field of Japanese linguistics (Kuroda, 
1965; Ohso, 1976; Kuno, 1973, 1978, 1980; Hinds, 1978, 1983; Hinds & Hinds, 1979; Clancy 
1980; Makino, 1980). Main-clause omission in Japanese is a phenomenon that is also 








Ooishi, 1981; Haugh, 2008; Fujita, 2001, and others). However, unlike NP omission, most of the 
studies on main-clause omission look at the pragmatic effects that arise when the omission 
already occurred and do not ask how it occurs or what the mechanism behind it is; namely, when 
Japanese speakers do and do not allow omission. This dissertation is therefore unique in that, to 
my knowledge, it is one of the only studies, other than Ohori (1995, 1997), that attempts to 
determine what the main-clause omission constraints are. Further, while Ohori’s assumptions 
regarding these constraints are observational, and arguably vague, this study, I believe, presents 
the first primarily empirical study on this topic1, in that it provides concrete conclusions drawn 
from a controlled experiment. 
In the first chapter of this paper, the topic of omission in Japanese in general is presented 
(section 1.2.1). Then, the structure of the kind of utterances that are the focus of this paper is 
explained in detail (Sections 1.2.2, 1.2.3 1.2.4, and 1.2.5). Section 1.3.1 summarizes the literature 
on main-clause omission and the pragmatic effects that it triggers. Section 1.3.2 introduces and 
analyzes Ohori’s (1995, 1997) theory regarding main-clause omission constraints, while section 
1.3.3 reexamines these constraints and discusses their limitations. Section 1.4 summarizes the 
first chapter, draws new conclusions, and presents the chapter’s relevancy to and influence on the 
rest of the dissertation.  
The second chapter supplies background information for the controlled experiment that is 
presented in chapter 3. Because the experiment compares Japanese native speakers (JNS)’ 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
	  
1	  See section 1.3.1 for a partial exception: a controlled study that was conducted, but never completed; also see 
section 2.3 for a detailed description of four controlled experiments on pragmatic transfer in the speech act of 









intuitive judgments about main-clause omission to those of Hebrew native speakers (HNS), 
section 2.1 provides an explanation about the choice of Hebrew for the comparison, and gives 
background for the pragmatic differences between Japanese and Hebrew that justify comparing 
their omission rates. Next, section 2.2 defines the speech-act component of the experiment: The 
experiment looks at the speech act of Mitigation as a potential trigger for main-clause omission, 
so this section defines the discourse pragmatic speech act theory, and presents the field’s 
methodology and controlled experiments that partly influenced this dissertation’s experiment. 
Sections 2.2.1 and 2.2.2 describe the speech acts of Mitigation and Refusal, because utterances 
with Refusal usually include a Mitigation speech act when they appear in utterances with the 
connective particle (CONP) ga (‘although’/’but’). (For example, ‘ [I would like to go 
(=Mitigation)] but [I can’t] (=Refusal)’). Section 2.3 introduces and discusses the literature 
regarding interlanguage pragmatics and pragmatic competence among L2 learners. Lastly, 
section 2.4 introduces the topic of learnability of L2 pragmatics and provides background 
information for my experiment, which also explores the L2 learnability of pragmatic strategies.  
The third chapter outlines the experiment: The research questions are in 3.1; predictions 
in 3.2; methods in 3.3; stimuli in 3.3.3; results in 3.5 and 3.7, and discussion in 3.6 and 3.8. The 
fourth and final chapter presents the conclusions of the experiment, and of the dissertation’s 
overall premises. 
 
1.2.1. Japanese language and omission 
In this dissertation, I focus on the investigation of main-clause omission constraints in 
Japanese. Main-clause omission, however, is only one example of omission in the Japanese 








connect the phenomenon of main-clause omission to the general tendency toward omission in 
Japanese. Therefore, I introduce here two additional kinds of omission—nominal and verbal —
and discuss some concepts of Japanese communication and society regarding omission.2 In a 
more general sense, one of the main characteristics of Japanese communication described in the 
literature is a general tendency for inexplicit expressions (Kindaichi, 1957, 1962, 1975; Suzuki, 
1975; Toyama, 1976; Nomoto, 1978; Gunji, 1978; Haraguchi, 1982). By being inexplicit, the 
speaker leaves or allows the hearer to supply the unsaid.  
According to Okamoto (1985), if an item in Japanese is not required to be uttered in a 
specific context, it is usually omitted. Thus, it is common that an utterance contains the verb only, 
as can be seen in (1)a.  
(1)  
a.  tabeta. 
               Eat-PAST  
 ‘(literally) ate.’ 
 
In (1)a, the subject, the object, and other details such as the time and the location of the eating 
action are not explicitly uttered. These can be uttered explicitly, of course, if the information they 
hold is needed in the context in which the utterance occurs, as in (1)b. 
 
b. Takeshi san wa   rokuji          ni       resutoran   de    sushi  o     tabeta   yo.  
              Takeshi       TOP   six o’clock at       restaurant   LOC  sushi ACC  eat.PAST FP 
             ‘Takeshi ate sushi at six o’clock at the restaurant, you know.’ 
 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
	  
2 In this section in particular, and in this study in general, I purposely chose to use the neutral term “omission” in 
order to refer to non-verbalization of an item that could have been uttered explicitly. In the literature, different terms 
are used for omission in Japanese. In the traditional syntactic approach, this omission is called “ellipsis” (Kuroda, 
1965; Ohso, 1976; Kuno, 1978). Some researchers who look at the omission from a semantic/pragmatic approach 








According to Okamoto (1985), however, because Japanese grammar perfectly accepts NP 
omission, uttering the NP explicitly can have a highlighting or an emphatic effect. 
Kuroda (1965) and Ohso (1976) were pioneers in the syntactic approach to pronoun 
omission. They argue that the underlying full NP is replaced by a “zero pronoun” when it is 
identical to its antecedent NP. According to them, the motivation for the omission is to avoid the 
repetition of a NP that can be recovered from its antecedent. Thus, according to Kuroda (1965, 
pp.106–107), while the English in (2)a. requires pronouns, the Japanese counterpart in (2)b. is 
most natural without the pronouns since they are recovered from their antecedent.  
(2)  
a. George does his work when he feels like doing it. 
 
b. George  wa   shitai       toki  ni  shigoto  o       suru. 
              George  TOP  do.want   time  at  work     ACC   do 
             ‘George does (his) work when (he) feels like doing it.’  
 
Kuno (1978, p. 8) assigned the criterion of “recoverability from the preceding discourse” 
as the basic condition for the use of NP omission. He claims that omission is permissible when 
the speaker assumes that the addressee is able to recover its full form from the preceding context. 
He argues that the main motivation for the omission is to reduce redundancy in referring to an 
item that is completely recoverable without uttering it explicitly, as in (3). 
(3) kimi  wa    America  ni     itta             koto    ga       aru     ka. 
        You  TOP   America  DIR   go.PAST      thing   NOM   have   QM 
      ‘Have you ever been to America?’ 
       (‘[literally] Do you have going-to-America thing?’) 
 
       Un [∅] aru.     
       Yes      have 









Following Kuno’s assumption, the basic condition on the use of nominal ellipsis 
maintained by many researchers has been the inferability of the “referent” or the recoverability 
of the elided NP. Several researchers (Kuno, 1973, 1980; Hinds, 1978, 1983; Hinds & Hinds, 
1979; Clancy 1980; Makino, 1980) have further investigated the constraints on NP omission. 
Their main conclusion is that omission is not allowed when the “discourse continuity is 
interrupted” (Okamoto, 1985, p. 10), such as in the beginning of a paragraph or an episode, or 
when there is a shift in topic, viewpoint, or emphasis.  
Researchers such as Okamoto (1985), who look at the omission of a NP from a 
semantic/pragmatic perspective, question the recoverability of the underlying full form. Okamoto 
(1985) argues that pronouns, for example, “cannot be understood solely on the basis of deletion 
of the underlying form” (p. 16). Moreover, she claims that reducing redundancy is not the only 
motivation for the omission. According to her, the multiple NPs meaning ‘you’ in Japanese, such 
as anata, kimi or omae, carry different social connotations. The speaker’s choice of pronoun 
determines the interpersonal relationship she/he has with the addressee. Omitting the pronoun 
helps the speaker avoid committing to the specific social connotation that the pronoun carries. 
Moreover, she states that because of the different choices of a specific pronoun, the full 
underlying form of a deleted pronoun cannot always be recovered. Omitting the pronoun instead 
of choosing a specific pronoun in favor of another can lead to pragmatic effects such as 
Mitigation, Politeness, or Avoidance of responsibility for one’s utterance. 
Nominal omission has received the most attention. I found no studies that look 
specifically at verb/predicate-omission constraints. Yet such omission is common in Japanese, as 
in (4) and (5):  








        This.place  TOP   I             NOM  
        ‘(literally) As for this place I.’ (Mizutani & Mizutani, 1980, p. 84-85) 
 
(5) ano  hon   wa  amari  
        That book TOP (not) so.much   
       ‘That book (not) so much.’ (Okamoto, 1985, p. 121) 
 
In both (4) and (5) it is not the noun phrase but the verb/predicate that is omitted. 
According to Mizutani and Mizutani (1984, pp. 80–81), (4) is uttered in a situation in which the 
speaker is offering to take care of the bill at the end of a dinner at a restaurant. According to 
them, as well as Okamoto (1985), the motivation for omitting the verb (e.g., o-harai-simasu 
‘(I)’m going to pay this bill’) after koko wa watasi ga (‘As for this place I’) is that it is 
considered impolite to mention verbs/predicates such as in (4) and (5), “when one should be 
polite” (Mizutani and Mizutani, 1984, pp. 80-81). In (5), according to Okamoto (1985), the 
omitted predicate would be “not interesting” or “not good.” She argues that uttering the predicate 
explicitly will result in different pragmatic effects than not uttering it. Specifically, uttering it 
explicitly might offend the hearer since the predicate exposes something unpleasant. However, 
the omission of the predicate leaves the interpretation in the hearer’s hands and therefore 
mitigates the assertiveness of the utterance, “saving” the speaker from taking full responsibility 
for her/ his utterance. The main conclusion in the literature regarding the motivation for verbal 
/predicate omission is that it is connected to interpersonal functions such as politeness and the 
avoidance of responsibility3.  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
	  
3 Interestingly, as discussed later on in section 1.3.1, the literature regarding main-clause omission also mentions 
mitigation: “saving” the speaker from taking full responsibility, and the term “interpersonal” functions. This 
dissertation does not deal with verbal /predicate omission, but a comparison between verbal /predicate and main-








In summary, Japanese regularly omits many grammatical elements in addition to main 
clauses. As mentioned earlier, this dissertation explores the omission of the main clause in 
utterances with the connective particle ga (‘although’/’but’) as one example of omission in 
Japanese communication, with the hope of contributing to the existing knowledge of omission in 
Japanese, in general.   
	  
1.2.2.  The omission of the main clause in Japanese  
The Japanese connective particle (CONP)4 ga (‘although’/’but’), and its interchangeable 
variations: kedo/keredo/keredomo5, are traditionally considered in the literature to be concessive 
particles. Since the Japanese language is a left branching language (Zang, 2009), the CONP ga 
appears at the end of the subordinate clause, followed by the main clause6, and determines how 
the preceding clause should be interpreted in relation to the following one, as can be seen in 
(Figure 1) and (6)7. 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
	  
4 setsuzoku-josi in Japanese. 
5 The interchangeable variations of ga: kedo, keredo, and keredomo are discussed in greater details in section 1.2.3. 
From now on ga alone is mentioned in the discussion. However, this is only due to space limitation.  Kedo, keredo, 
and keredomo appear in examples and should be interpreted and understood as interchangeable variations of ga.  
6 There is some dispute in the literature regarding what to call the clause to which the CONP is attached and what to 
call the clause that stands by itself. Zang (2009) offers the terms “external” and “internal” conjuncts and includes 
left branching languages such as Japanese in her theory. According to her, in sentences such as the: [[A CONP] [B]], 
A is the internal conjunct and B is the external one. Minami (1974, p. 114, 1993, p. 75) states that all Japanese 
clauses with a CONP at the end are considered embedded clauses. I believe that these clauses could be given more 
accurate labels based on a deeper syntactic, semantic and pragmatic analysis, and that the question of whether it 
could be the case that the two conjoint clauses have equal weight should be raised. However, for the sake of this 
dissertation, I use the traditional terms: “subordinate clause” for the clause to which the CONP is attached, and 
“main clause” to the clause that stands alone. Thus, in full utterances ([[A CONP] [B]]), clause A is called the 
“subordinate clause” and clause B, the “main clause.” 
7 In general, according to the literature (See sections 1.3.1 and 1.3.2), this type of utterance appears not only with the 
connective particle ga (‘although’) and its variations (kedo,keredo, keredomo) but also with the connective particles 
kara (‘because’), noni (‘despite’), and arguably with the conditionals ba (‘if’) and tara (‘if’). These connective 
particles, in utterances with main-clause omission, surely deserve more attention. However, this paper will 









  [[A  ga]  [B]]      
                                   
  A             ga     B                            
                                   A                   ga                                           B                                                                                                    
Figure 1 The basic structure of a two-clause utterance in the left branching language, Japanese 
 
(6) tane    o           maita     ga,               me-ga          hitotsu-mo     denakatta. 
        Seed  ACC        plant     although      bud-NOM     one-even       come.out-PAST-NEG      
       ‘Although I planted seeds not even one bud came out.’ (Sunakawa, 1998, p. 68) 
  
In Japanese conversation, the phenomenon of omitting the main clause (clause B) in utterances 
such as (6) is considerably recognized in the literature (Iguchi, 1998; Fukushima, 2000, 2005, 
2006; Mori, 1999; Ohori, 1995; H. Tanaka, 1999; L. Tanaka, 2004; Haugh, 2008; Itani, 1992, 
1996; Alfonso, 1966, Maynard, 1989; Mizutani & Mizutani, 1987; Fujita, 2001). This type of 
utterance is the focus of this paper.  
              [[A  ga]     [   B  ]] 
                                                                      A          ga   B    
Figure 2  The basic structure of a two-clause utterance with the main clause omitted in the left branching 
language, Japanese                                             
(7) tane-o          maita     ga              (omitted clause)   
       Seed-ACC      plant     although      
        ‘Although I planted seeds…’ 
 
The omission of the main clause, clause B, results in the CONP appearing in an utterance-final 
position, followed by a period in written language and, in spoken form, accompanied by 
“linguistic and paralinguistic cues, including falls in pitch, pausing, prolonged syllables, weaker 
voice, interactional particles of confirmation (ne and sa), and other non-verbal signals (eye-








In this dissertation, I will refer to utterances without the omission of the main clause, as 
in Figure 1 and (6), as “full” utterances and utterances with the omission of the main clause, such 
as Figure 2 and (7), as “utterances with omission.” 
 
1.2.3. An issue with the translation of the concessive CONP ga into English 
The CONP ga as a concessive particle can be translated into English using conjunctives 
such as ‘but’ (Haugh, 2008; Fujita, 2001; Alfonso, 1966; Itani, 1992) on the one hand, and 
‘although’ (Fukushima, 2005; Haugh, 2008; and Fujita, 2001) on the other hand. Since Japanese 
is a left branching head-final language, ga is unique in its structure in comparison to its head-
initial English translation options.  
The connection between ‘but’ and ‘although’ can be seen in examples such as (8)a and 
(8)b below. 
(8)  
a. I called yesterday, but no one was there. 
b. Although I called yesterday, no one was there. 
Meaning-wise, ‘but’ and ‘although’ are roughly the same. However, they differ structurally:  
c. [A [but B]] = [[although A] B]. 
 If we call clause A in (8) (“I called yesterday”) the “background” clause, and clause B (“no one 
was there”), the “denial of expectation” clause, we can see that while ‘but’ is attached to the 
“denial of expectation” clause, ‘although’ is attached to the “background” clause. Ga, as in (9), is 
different than both ‘but’ and ‘although’ since it is attached finally to the clause. However, it is 
more similar to ‘although’ since like ‘although’, and unlike ‘but’, it is attached to the 








(9) kinoo           denwa.simasita    ga,             dare mo     imasendesita. 
        Yesterday    telephone-PAST    although   who at-all  exist.NEG.PAST 
        ‘Although I called yesterday, no one was there.’          (Fukushima, 2006, p.1) 
Ohori (1997) argues that since ga marks subordination clause-finally, its English 
equivalent is not ‘but’, but rather ‘though’. 
(10)  
a. I don’t care about politics, though. (p. 472) 
However, even though ‘though’ in (10)a does attach finally to the clause, it is attached to the 
“denial of expectation”/“contrastive” clause rather than to the “background” clause, since it is a 
comment regarding a previous utterance. Thus, even though it is attached clause-finally, it is 
more similar to ‘but’ than to ‘although’ and to ga8.  
b. [[although A] B]                       [A] [but      B ]] 
                [[A           ga ] B]                      [A]  B  though]] 
 
Even though, structurally, no perfect translation exists, ‘although’ as discussed above, 
resembles ga more than ‘but’. Saying that, since in this dissertation I conducted an utterance-
judgment experiment in which the participants had to listen to recorded utterances and judge, 
based on their intuition, how natural the utterances sound, I decided to adopt Haugh (2008)’s 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
	  
8 Mulder & Thompson (2008) report on a phenomenon happening in Australia, in which ‘but’ is used as a head-final 
particle in an utterance with main-clause omission as in (i). However, like ‘though’, even though it is attached 
finally to the clause, it is attached to the denial of expectation/contrastive clause rather than to the background clause, 
since it is a comment regarding a previous utterance.  
 
(i)  Diana has just made some strange noises. 
Kylie: You sounded funny. 
Diana: I know. Sounded like an alright person but. 
 
According to Dr. Susan Fischer (personal communication), the same phenomenon can be seen in Hawaiian Creole. 
For example, it is not rare to hear (ii) 
 








group, and use ‘but’ as the translation to ga, in order to convey the correct conversational style to 
the English-speaking readers.  
Moreover, for the same reason, when utterances with main clause omission are presented, 
even though in written language, a period is supposed to come after the ga (Haugh, 2008), I will 
use ‘…’, in order to convey the “cues” of the omission (such as falls in pitch, pausing, prolonged 
syllables). 
	  
1.2.4. The CONP ga and its interchangeable CONPs keredomo, keredo, and 
kedo 
In modern Japanese, ga is used both as a nominative case marker as in (11) and a 
connective particle, as in (12)  (Fukushima, 2006, p. 1). 
(11) dare   ga     kachimashita  ka 
        who   NOM  win-PAST           QM 
       ‘Who won [the game]?’ 
 
(12) kinoo         denwa.shimashita      ga,          dare mo     imasendeshita. 
        Yesterday  telephone-PAST          but        who at-all  exist.NEG.PAST 
       ‘I called yesterday, but no one was there.’ 
 
The nominative case marker ga in (11) marks the preceding word dare ‘who’, while the ga in (12) 
is a connective particle that translates to ’but’ and provides a contrasting relationship between 
Clause A:  Kinou denwa shimashita ‘I called yesterday’ and Clause B: dare mo imasen deshita 
‘no one was there’.  
Historical investigations (Ishigaki, 1955; Shindo, 1973; Fukushima, 2006) show that the 








modern Japanese they are considered to be completely separate lexical items. This dissertation 
focuses exclusively on the connective particle ga and not on the nominative case marker ga. 
The CONP ga, according to Alfonso (1966), is completely interchangeable with the 
CONPs keredomo, keredo, and kedo. He argues that the only difference between them is that 
even though ga is also used in conversation, keredomo is more conversational in style. The 
CONPs keredomo, keredo, and kedo are known to be variations of the same CONP, which share 
the same grammatical function (Yuzawa 1954, p. 573). Keredo and kedo are abbreviated forms 
of keredomo (Alfonso, 1966; Ohori, 1995). According to Onodera (2004), ga appeared the 
earliest in Japanese history. She claims that the different variations keredomo, keredo, and kedo 
are due to a phonological reduction, which occurred over the years from keredomo to keredo and 
eventually to kedo (p. 102). This reduction, however, did not replace keredomo and keredo with 
kedo, which are all still used in modern Japanese. (13)a and (13)b are examples of the use of full 
utterances with ga and with kedo respectively. 
(13)  
a. Nakajima.kun   wa   kimashita          ga,   Yamamoto.san  wa     mada     desu. 
              Nakajima          TOP  come.PAST        but   Yamamoto       TOP     not yet  COP 
            ‘Nakajima has come, but Yamamoto hasn’t yet.’ (McClure, 2000, p. 267) 
 
b.  kono   ryoori wa   oishii          kedo   tsukuru  noni    tema.ga.kakaru. 
               this     dish    TOP  delicious     but     make      to        hussle 
             ‘This dish is delicious, but it’s a hassle to make.’ (Kawashima, 1999, p. 70) 
 
Different researchers choose to focus only on ga, only on kedo and its variations, or on 
both ga and kedo in utterances in which the main clause is omitted and the CONP appears in an 
utterance-final position. For example, Itani (1992) focuses only on the utterance-final kedo, 








(1987) offer a comparative explanation of both utterance-final kedo and ga and argue that the 
difference between the two is one of formality. According to them, since kedo presumes a degree 
of casualness, ga is preferred in formal settings. 
In this dissertation only ga is investigated. However, this is only due to space limitations.  
Kedo, keredo, and keredomo appear in examples, and should be interpreted and understood as 
interchangeable variations of ga. 
	  
1.2.5.  The subject matter of this dissertation 
 Although this dissertation focuses on the omittability of the main clause in full utterances, 
not all instances in Japanese conversation in which the main clause is omitted fall under the 
scope of this paper. The following restrictions characterize the subject matter of this paper. 
  First, I will analyze only the kind of utterance in which both the speaker and the hearer 
can recognize the fact that there was supposed to be a main clause after the CONP ga but (for 
some reason) it got omitted. More specifically, it focuses only on utterances in which the 
omission of the main clause is recognized and permitted by the hearer to be omitted, so that the 
conversation can continue without the hearer expecting or waiting for it to be explicitly uttered. 
As described by Haugh (2008) (adapted from H. Tanaka, 1999, p. 219): “While utterance-final 
conjunctive particles are often syntactically ‘incomplete,’ in the flow of actual conversational 
interaction they are contingently treated as complete turns by participants.” An example of the 
kind of utterance treated in this paper is in (14). 
(14) (Yusuke and Jun, who are friends, are talking about soccer) 
a.    Y:  Zerokussu   Suupaa   Kappu o        mi       ni     ika-nai? 
                     Xerox          Super     Cup     ACC    watch  to    go.NEG 









        b.    J:  Dono   chiimu? 
                 which  team 
          ‘Which teams [are playing]?’ 
          
        c.    Y:  Jubiro  tai         guranpasu 
               Jubiro  versus   Guranpasu 
             ‘Jubiro versus Guranpasu’ 
 
        d.    J:  Zen  Nippon     dattara    tobitsuku    n        da       kedo   ne 
             all   Japan        COP.if       jump.at     NOMI    COP      but    FP 
          ‘If it were a national league game, I might be grabbed, but…’ 
     
        e.    Y:  A,    soo         ka. 
             oh    that way QM 
           ‘Oh really?’      (Haugh 2008, p. 438) 
 
In (14), both the speaker and the hearer can understand that a main clause got omitted after the 
connective particle kedo in line d. The hearer can recover the meaning of the omitted clause, 
which is something like “it is not a national league game [and therefore, I am not grabbed (not 
interested in going to see this match).]” In addition, by the hearer’s response in line e.: A, soo ka. 
(‘Oh really?’), it is understood that the hearer is not waiting for the main clause to be explicitly 
uttered and that both the speaker and the hearer consider the turn to be complete and continue 
with the conversation.  
 Unlike (14), (15) shows an utterance with main-clause omission that ends a turn but is 
still expected to be uttered explicitly within the discourse.  
(15) (A caller has just gone through the automated answering system and is now speaking to one 
of the company’s representatives): 
  
        a.     C: Ano, otorihiki             hookokusho tte      arimasu yo ne. 
                Um   HON.transaction report.form  QUOT exist       FP   FP  
               ‘Um, there’s the thing called a transaction report form, right?’ 
 
        b.    R: Hai. 
                Yes 









        c.    C: Sono ken de oukagai shitai      n        desu     keredomo.  
                that   matter   with HON.ask  do.want  NOMI   COP     keredomo 
                ‘It’s that I’d like to ask about that matter [keredomo9].’ 
 
        d.    R: Hai.  Ouke                 itashimasu   node. 
               okay  HON.undertake  do(HON)       so  
      ‘Okay. Since it’s that I’ll handle it.’ 
 
        e.    C: Hai.  Etto   juuichi.gatsu nijuuyokka-zuke de     ki-te-ru   bun       
                okay  uh:m November     24th                    with   come      portion  
                
        f.       na      n        desu  keredomo 
                 COP      NOMI  COP    keredomo 
               
       ‘Okay, um, it’s that it concerns the one that’s arrived which is dated  
                 November 24th [keredomo]’ 
 
        g.    R: Hai. 
               Okay 
               ‘Okay.’ 
        h.    C: (Continues) (Haugh, 2008: 430, adapted from Yotsukura 2003: 302-303) 
Both instances of the word keredomo in (15) (lines lines c. and f.), even though the main clause 
is omitted, leave the interlocutor with an expectation of hearing the omitted main clause 
explicitly in the rest of the conversation. The utterances ending with keredomo in (15) lines c. 
and f. do end a turn, but the company’s representative still expects to hear the information of the 
omitted main clause within the discourse. A similar example to the two instances of keredomo in 
(15) is “Excuse me, but…” because this example, too, leaves the interlocutor expecting to hear 
the omitted clause in the rest of the dialogue. Even though this kind of utterance has gained its 
own attention in the literature, it does not fall within the scope of this study, because my focus is 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
	  
9	  The keredomo here and the kedo in (10) and (11) are not translated. They cannot be translated to ‘although’ since 








only on utterances whose main clauses are both omitted and do not appear anywhere in the 
discourse. Thus, this kind of utterance is not analyzed in this paper. 
 Third, according to Mori (1999, p. 39), one variation of an utterance with kedo is when 
the main clause is uttered before the subordinate clause, as in (16).    
(16) Emi: Amari shigoto nakatta  yo  watashi, ma   shinkenni  sagashite  nakatta  kedo 
                 Many  jobs      NEG          FP   I            well  seriously   looking     NEG       but 
                ‘There weren’t many jobs, well I wasn’t seriously looking for them, but.’    
                 (Mori, 1999, pp. 39–40) 
 
The reason for the speaker to produce this kind of post-predicate utterance has been described by 
researchers such as Kuno (1978) and Hinds (1982) as “afterthoughts,” and more particularly by 
Mori (1999) as an emphasis or confirmation of background information, as self-correction, or as 
providing more details than what was given in the previous main clause. Researchers such as 
Simon (1989) claim that this word order is chosen by the speaker to impart urgent or important 
information. Here, even though the kedo appears at the end of the utterance, there is no omission 
and therefore, this kind of utterance is not addressed in this paper.  
Lastly, since the purpose here is to analyze utterances that hold a logical relationship 
between the subordinate and the main clause, and in which the main clause can be clearly 
inferred, this paper does not deal with the process of grammaticization, a topic that appears more 
and more in the literature regarding utterances with utterance-final connective particles 
(Maynard, 1989; Iguchi, 1998; Ohori, 1998):  
(17) A:    yaa    J daigaku    wa  kirei    da. 
                Well  J  university TOP pretty COP 
                ‘Well  J  university has a really beautiful campus.’ 
          
         B:  hontoo   watashi mo   naka    ni    haitta           no     hajimete   da     kedo 
               Really    I            also  inside  into  enter.PAST   NOM  first.time  COP   kedo 
    ‘That’s for sure. This is my first time to be here, too [kedo] 









Maynard argues that in (17) there is no main clause that is presupposed and that can be 
connected logically to its preceding subordinate clause. She argues that if we try to complete the 
utterance and add a main clause, it would be something like “This is the first time that I have 
actually visited the campus, but I think it is really pretty,” which still does not connect the two 
clauses in a logical way. Thus, Maynard suggests that the connection between the clauses, in 
utterances with main-clause omission such as (17), is not a grammatically logical connection 
(connecting the subordinate clause to the main clause) but an interactional one. She exclaims that 
utterances such as (17) can be considered as “complete grammatical units” and that the kedo is a 
device for “verbal social packaging” (1989, p. 33). According to Maynard, the function of 
conjunctives, which act as final particles, such as kedo, is to create a “softened statement ending.” 
 In sum, there are different kinds of utterances with main-clause omission, which result in 
the connective particle being an utterance-ending particle. However, this dissertation deals only 
with utterances such as (14), repeated here as (18), in which both the speaker and the hearer can 
recognize the fact that there was supposed to be a main clause after the connective particle 
ga/kedo but (for some reason) it got omitted, and in which the omission of the main clause is 
recognized and permitted by the hearer to be omitted, so that the conversation can continue 
without the hearer expecting or waiting for it to be explicitly uttered. 
(18) (Yusuke and Jun, who are friends, are talking about soccer) 
a.    Y:  Zerokussu   Suupaa   Kappu o        mi       ni     ika-nai? 
                     Xerox          Super     Cup     ACC    watch  to    go.NEG 
                    ‘Do you want to go and see the Xerox Super Cup?’ 
 
        b.    J:  Dono   chiimu? 
                 which  team 
          ‘Which teams [are playing]?’ 








        c.    Y:  Jubiro  tai         guranpasu 
               Jubiro  versus   Guranpasu 
             ‘Jubiro versus Guranpasu’ 
 
        d.    J:  Zen  Nippon     dattara    tobitsuku    n        da       kedo   ne 
             all   Japan        COP.if       jump.at     NOMI    COP      but    FP 
          ‘If it were a national league game, I might be grabbed, but…’ 
     
        e.    Y:  A,    soo         ka. 
             oh    that way QM 
           ‘Oh really?’      (Haugh 2008, p. 438) 
 
	  
1.3.    The literature regarding main-clause omission in Japanese 
Most of the researchers analyzing the topic of utterances with main-clause omission focus 
on the pragmatic effects that arise from the omission, such as Mitigation and Hedging (Haugh 
2008; Fukushima 2000, 2005, 2006; Itani 1992; Fujita 2001) and do not investigate the 
constraints on these omissions. Since this dissertation deals with main-clause omission 
constraints, section 1.3.1 summarizes the studies regarding the pragmatic effects that arise due to 
the omission, and then presents the omission constraints in Ohori’s (1995, 1997) work in a 
separate section (1.3.2).  The vagueness around the frequency of the actual usage of main-clause 
omission by JNS, the lack of empirical studies on this topic, and the importance of the findings 
regarding the pragmatic effects that arise due to omission in my study are further topics of 
discussion (section 1.3.1). 
 
1.3.1. Literature regarding the pragmatic effects that arise from main-clause 








	  	  	  	  	  	  	   The topic of main-clause omission is recognized in the literature (Iguchi 1998, p. 99; 
Fukushima, 2005; Okamoto, 1985; H. Tanaka, 1999, 2004; Hinds, 1978; Maynard, 1989; 
Yoneha, 2003; Mori, 1999; Okamoto, 1985; Usami, 2002). The occurrence of utterances with 
omission seems to be varied in different situations or different “interactional genres” (Haugh, 
2008, p. 427). L. Tanaka (2004, p. 82) created a spontaneous Japanese corpus from a TV talk 
show, and found out that 28% of the utterances in her corpus had omitted main clauses. Yet, in a 
different study, H. Tanaka (1999, p. 20) found that in her corpus of spontaneous speech, only 
around 12% of the utterances omitted their main clauses. 
Mizutani and Mizutani (1987) claim that in Japanese it sounds more reserved to utter 
(19)a than (19)b. They explain that “Leaving a part of the sentence unsaid so that the listener can 
supplement it is often more considerate and polite than just going ahead and completing one’s 
own sentence. Always completing one’s own sentences can sound as if one is refusing to let the 
other person participate in completing a sentence which might better be completed by two people” 
(p. 26). 
(19)  
a. When asked if a certain date is convenient, one may say: 
      Watashi     wa      kamaimasen  keredo. 
       I                TOP      mind.NEG      but 
      ‘It is all right with me, but...’ 
 
By uttering (19)a, the speaker proposes to check with the other people involved. The utterance 
can be completed as (19)b: 
 
b.  Watashi   wa      kamaimasen  keredo,  hoka   no        hito        ni   mo   kiite  
       I               TOP     mind. NEG      but        other  GEN       people    to   also  ask 
                   
       kudasaimasenka. 
                  give (me).NEG.HON.QM 








 ‘It is alright with me, but would you ask the others too?’ 
 
Merriam-Webster (1993, pp.181–2) states that by omitting the main clause in utterances 
with ga/kedo, the speaker is avoiding saying flatly that she/he is declining the request/invitation, 
since declining directly is considered rude in Japanese society, which has “a tradition of avoiding 
unnecessary friction.” Therefore, instead, the speaker omits the clause, which expresses the 
decline, and her/his intended conclusion is left for the hearer to infer. According to Tsujimura 
(1987, p. 135), “This superficial indecisiveness (overtly declining but implicitly indicating 
possible acceptance) does not translate into impoliteness in Japanese... Instead, avoiding 
potentially confrontational remarks such as a straightforward rejection is a “dominant principle 
in Japanese.” While there is no question that Japanese has a tendency to omit the main clause, 
exact rates of such omission are not clear, which is what motivated my experimental 
investigation.  
The existing studies of main-clause omission are either observational and rely on 
“intuitive data” (Okamoto, 1985; Ohori, 1995, 1997) or elicit their data from corpora10, such as 
recorded conversations between Japanese couples (Okazaki, 1994) and recordings of 
conversational and workplace data, film and TV broadcasts, telephone conversations, and face-
to-face conversation between acquaintances (Haugh, 2008). Haugh conducted but eventually did 
not use as his data, two controlled experiments, which, according to him, were “discourse 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
	  
10	  See exception	  in section 2.3., which describes four controlled experiments which focused not on main-clause 
omission, but on pragmatic transfer in the speech act of Refusal, and revealed participants’ tendency to use 
“incomplete utterances” when refusing in Japanese. The sources of these studies could not be obtained, but for 









completion tests involving a total of 21 situations… [on] 225 students at Tokyo University of 
Foreign Studies in January to June 2000.” (p. 432). The reason for not using his controlled 
experimental data was because, according to him, he was looking to find examples that show the 
connection between main-clause omission and implicatures and the example from the utterance-
completion tests did not assist him in this analysis. In conclusion, there are no known controlled 
studies that focused solely on main-clause omission in Japanese. 	   
Using “intuitive data” or corpora, except Ohori (1995, 1997), whose work is discussed 
separately in section 1.3.2, the researchers who have investigated main-clause omission have 
focused on the pragmatic effects that arise from the omission. Numerous studies have claimed 
that main-clause omission goes hand-in-hand with interpersonal and interactional meanings (see 
Mori, 1999; Okamoto, 1985; H. Tanaka, 1999; L. Tanaka, 2004; Usami, 2002). Haugh (2008) 
claims that functions of utterances with omission after the CONP ga/kedo “go beyond canonical 
intra-sentential usage” (p. 425). 
	  	   Studies of main-clause omission have concentrated mainly on main-clause omission after 
the concessive particles ga/kedo (’but’/’alhough’) and noni (‘despite’), as well as on the particles 
kara/node (‘since’/’because’) which create a causal relationship between the clauses (see section 
1.3.6 for detailed discussion regarding the different particles in utterances with main-clause 
omission). These studies also recognize pragmatic effects, which will be outlined shortly, that 
arise from the omission (Fujita, 2001, pp. 137–142; Itani, 1992; Kamio, 1994, p. 80; Mori, 1999; 
Nakayama & Ichihashi-Nakayama, 1997, pp. 612–613; Ohori 1995, pp. 208–211; Tanaka, 1999; 
Xu 2002; Yamaguchi, 2007, pp. 189–190).  
The interpersonal and interactional functions of utterances with main-clause omission in 








speaker accountability for what is said, indicating intimacy or power, showing emotion, and 
signaling topic-shift or offering a speaking turn” (Okamoto, 1985, pp. 215; Tanaka, 2004, p. 86 
in Haugh, p. 426). Okamoto (1985, pp. 113–114) claims that “satisfaction of politeness” and 
“rapport and involvement” are one of the most important motivations for main-clause omission. 
According to her, the pragmatic effect of “politeness” motivation arises “by indicating that what 
is overtly expressed is not all that the speaker wants to say” (p. 130). She further claims that, by 
not saying the main clause overtly, the speaker can mitigate her/his assertion when refusing, 
complaining, or requesting something from the interlocutor. Similarly, other researchers have 
claimed that the pragmatic effect that arises from main-clause omission is the hedging of 
assertions (Fujita, 2001,pp. 137-142; Itani, 1992; Kamio, 1994, p.80; Mori, 1999; Nakayama and 
Ichihashi-Nakayama, 1997, pp. 612-613; Ohori, 1995, pp. 208-211; Tanaka, 1999; Yamaguchi, 
2007, pp. 189-190). Finally, studies that concentrate on main-clause omission after a specific 
CONP generally correlate the pragmatic effect of blaming or expressing regret to the particle 
noni (‘although’/’despite’), and the effect of appealing to the addressee’s concern to the particles 
kara/node (‘since’/’because’) (Haugh, 2008: 431).  
The main “interpersonal” effects that are discussed in the literature for utterances with the 
CONP ga/kedo (‘although’/’but’), which are the focus of this dissertation, are associated in the 
literature with the following pragmatic effects: Mitigation, hedging, reserved attitude, and 
politeness	  (Itani, 1992; Mori, 1999; Mizutani & Mitsutani, 1987; Ooishi, 1981; Haugh, 2008; 
Fujita, 2001; Mori, 1999;	  Fukushima, 2005, pp. 83–86). Ohori (1995) claims that suspended 
clause utterances with kedo “add a reservational nuance, implying that there is room for further 








connective particle ga when declining an invitation or request but still implying an option of 
accepting it, as in (20), is a very common form in Japanese  
(20) Kyoo   wa   chotto   tsugoo            ga       waruin  desu  ga. 
        Today TOP   little     convenience   NOM      bad      COP    but 
       ‘Today is a bit inconvenient, but…’      (Merriam-Webster’s, 1993, p.182)  
  
Fukushima (2005, p. 84) states that the use of utterances with main-clause omission after ga 
when declining a request/invitation does not hint at acceptance but rather softens the 
straightforwardness of the decline. Declining a request/invitation in this way implies that the 
speaker would still consider accepting the request if the hearer insists further, thereby softening 
the tone of the decline.” McClure (2000), in his discussion regarding negative answers to 
questions in Japanese, gives an example (see (21)) of an utterance that ends with ga in order to 
soften the negative reply with the following explanation: “The answer to your question as stated 
is no, but there is some other (presumably related) question where the answer would be yes” (p. 
189):  
(21) Tanaka  sensei       wa     irasshaimasu        ka? 
        Tanaka   professor TOP    come.HON                 QM 
          ‘Is professor Tanaka coming?’ 
         
       Tanaka sensei           wa    irasshaimasen      ga. 
       Tanaka professor      TOP   come.HON.NEG      but 
       ‘Prof. Tanaka is not coming, but… [a different professor is]’ 
 
Mori (1999, pp. 200–201) states that one effect of utterances with main-clause omission with 
kedo is to mitigate a disagreement by implying partial agreement. Okamoto (1985, p. 130) claims 
that the indication that what the speaker explicitly utters is not all what she/he wants to say gives 
rise to politeness. The politeness arises by the Mitigation of illocutionary acts such as Refusal, 








show politeness to hearers that are higher in rank than they are, or that are unknown to the 
speaker. Haugh (2008, p. 439) argues that ga/kedo, in utterances with the main clause omitted, 
gives rise to a “politeness implicature” as can be seen in (22), where the speaker indicates his 
uncertainty. 
(22) A guest, who is an academic, is explaining to the host about a particular recipe. The guest is 
commenting on the alternative name for zucchini in English. 
 
               Guest: Ee    kore   wa    karifurawa  to   zukkini     desu   ne.  
                          uhm this    TOP    cauliflower  and zucchini   COP    FP 
   
    Kurozyetto   to         eigo   de  wa         moosimasu       kedo. 
                          Courgette     QUOT    English   in  CONPR    call.HON            but 
 
    ‘This is [with] cauliflower and zucchini. In English it is called 
                          courgette, but…’ (In Haugh, 2008, p. 439, adapted from L. Tanaka, 2004, p. 91) 
 
The speaker in (22) is an academic who is most probably certain about what he is uttering. His 
choice to end the utterance with kedo opens up the possibility of not being correct in his assertion, 
which allows him “to sound less assertive or pretentious as he refers to the term in English” (L. 
Tanaka 2004, p. 91), in order to show he does not think too highly of the place he holds and by 
this to express modesty. This implication of uncertainty and modesty gives rise to politeness 
effects (Haugh, 2008, p.439). Similarly, researchers such as Haugh (2008), Fukushima (2005), 
Alfonso (1966), and Itani (1992, 1966) claim that utterances with main-clause omission after 
ga/kedo leave options open to the hearer and by doing so show respect to the hearer when 
making a request. For example, according to Itani (1992), the elided main clause in utterances 
such as (23)a and (24)a could be completed as (23)b and (24)b respectively: 
 
(23)  








now    time     COP     but 
‘It’s time now, but...’  (Mizutani & Mitzutani 1987, p. 26 in Itani, pp. 265-266 ) 
 
b. moo    jikan  desu  kedo    dekakeru    yooi      wo    shinakutemoiidesu. 
 now   time   COP    but     go.out        ready     ACC   do.NEG.have to 
              ‘It’s time now, but you don’t have to get ready to go out.’ 
 
(24)  
a. ocha   ga        hairimasita  kedo 
              tea      NOM     ready            but 
 ‘Tea is ready, but...’ (Mizutani & Mitzutani 1987, p. 26, in Itani, pp. 265-266) 
 
b.  ocha ga     hairimashita      kedo   nomanakutemoiidesu. 
               tea    NOM   enter.PAST         but     drink.NEG.have to 
               ‘The tea is ready, but you don’t have to drink it’ 
 
Itani (1992) argues that the hedging effect in utterances such as (23)a  and (24)a is not due to the 
request itself but due to the option, given to the hearer, “of fulfilling or not fulfilling the 
speaker’s desire” (p. 265). 
In sum, the topic of main-clause omission in Japanese has received a fair amount of 
attention in the literature. However, the frequency of its use has not been clearly established. 
Moreover, all of the existing studies on main-clause omission, as far as is known, rely on corpora 
or on intuitive data. Furthermore, research on utterances with omission with the connective 
particle ga/kedo all (except Ohori (1995, 1997), whose work is discussed separately in the next 
section), discuss the pragmatic effects that arise from the omission. In other words, there are no 
controlled studies that report empirical data confirming the frequent use of main-clause omission 
by Japanese native speakers (JNS), and there are no empirical data of the mechanism behind 









1.3.2.   Ohori’s constraints for the omission of the main clause  
As mentioned in section 1.3.1, Ohori (1995, 1997) seems to be the only researcher who 
looks specifically at main-clause omission constraints, attempting to frame their occurrence 
systematically. Specifically, Ohori claims that this omission in what he calls “suspended clause 
utterances” is not merely ellipsis and has different kinds of interactional effects. Due to this 
reason and due to the attention they have received in the literature, he argues that utterances with 
main-clause omission should be looked at as a category of their own, and that their constraints 
should be analyzed and identified: “We need to characterize under what pragmatic conditions 
they occur and what kind of inferential mechanism is at work” (1997, p. 471). Moreover, he 
claims that each of the connective particles that permit the omission of the main clause should be 
defined separately since each connective particle has “its own discourse function in the 
suspended construction” (1995, p. 208). Ohori claims that the constraints are as follows:  
(25) Ohori’s Constraint 1 
  One of the “pragmatic properties” of suspended clause utterances is that they are “not 
mere declarative utterances, but carry directive and expressing functions, for example, 
calling for sympathy, giving directions or expressing emotions.  This non-declarative 
pragmatic type of utterances appears when interpersonal relationships are involved. 
(Ohori, 1997: 473) 
 First, I suggest that the term “declarative utterances” here is unclear.  
A possible interpretation for “declarative utterances” that Ohori might have in mind is 
what Austin (1961) describes as a “constative” utterance, which means a fact-stating and plain-








that performatives “perform a conventional act but do not state or describe anything,” such as “I 
apologize” or “I double [in a poker game]”) (as cited in Lycan, 2000, p. 174). Austin stated that 
these “performatives” are “speech acts” since they frame utterances as being a performance of 
certain kinds of acts. He also claims that performatives have “Illocutionary force” which refers to 
the specific intention of the speaker when uttering them. This concept is similar in a sense to 
Grice’s (1957) concept of declarative utterances, which says that when a sentence is intended to 
express its lexical content (shown in (26)a, then it is declarative. When a sentence is intended to 
express something other than its content, other than what it literally said (as in (26)b , then it’s 
not declarative.  
(26) It is 3:30 
a. The time right now is 3:30. 
b. It’s already late. It’s time to go. 
Ohori also states in Constraint 1 “This non-declarative pragmatic type of utterances 
appears when interpersonal relationships are involved.” As mentioned in section 1.3.1, other 
researchers have also made the connection between utterances with omission and interpersonal 
relationships, or with the interpersonal effects that arise from the omission. The main effects 
discussed in the literature regarding main-clause omission after the CONP ga are: Mitigation, 
reserved attitude, hedging, and politeness.  
(27) Ohori’s Constraint 2 
The main clause can be omitted only after “reason (because type) or concession 
(though type)” connectives (Ohori 2005: 207). 
The literature, in general, supports Ohori’s Constraint 2, since the only utterance-final 








omission are the concessive connective particles ga/kedo (‘but’/’although’) (Alfonso, 1966; Itani, 
1992, 1996; Fukushima, 2004, 2005; Mori, 1999; Mizutani and Mitsutani, 1987; Ooishi, 1981; 
Haugh, 2008; Fujita, 2001; Ohori, 1995,1997), and noni (“despite of”/”although”) (Ohori, 1995, 
1997), and the reason particles kara and node (since/because) (Iguchi, 1998; Haugh, 2008; Ohori, 
1995, 1997)11. In order to prove his point that the omission of the main clause is limited to 
utterances with a concessive or a causal relationship between the two clauses, Ohori analyzes 
two additional particles—te and shi—which have multiple readings and functions. He argues that 
the omission of the main clause is allowed only when te and shi hold a causal relationship 
between the clauses; this will be discussed in detail later in this section.  
The omittability after the concessive CONP ga/kedo was already demonstrated in this 
paper, and is demonstrated once again through (14) repeated here as (28). (28) shows the clear 
concessive meaning of the particle kedo in an utterance with main-clause omission. Haugh 
(2008) claims that this concessive meaning helps recover what was meant to be said in the main 
clause: 
(28) (Yusuke and Jun, who are friends, are talking about soccer) 
a.    Y:  Zerokussu   Suupaa   Kappu o        mi       ni     ika-nai? 
                     Xerox          Super     Cup     ACC    watch  to    go.NEG 
                    ‘Do you want to go and see the Xerox Super Cup?’ 
 
        b.    J:  Dono   chiimu? 
                 which  team 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
	  
11	  One exception is Haugh (2008), who claims that the connective particles which traditionally establish a 
conditional relationship (‘if’) between clauses, such as ba, tara (only in its conditional meaning), and to (only in its 
conditional meaning) can also occur in utterances with main-clause omission. However, Ohori argues that the main 
clause after conditional connective particles is omitted only due to a reduction of a set phrase, which, as mentioned 










          ‘Which teams [are playing]?’ 
          
        c.    Y:  Jubiro  tai         guranpasu 
               Jubiro  versus   Guranpasu 
             ‘Jubiro versus Guranpasu’ 
 
        d.    J:  Zen  Nippon     dattara    tobitsuku    n        da       kedo   ne 
             all   Japan        COP.if       jump.at     NOMI    COP      but    FP 
          ‘If it were a national league game, I might be grabbed, but…’ 
     
        e.    Y:  A,    soo         ka. 
             oh    that way QM 
           ‘Oh really?’      (Haugh 2008, p. 438) 
 
Haugh claims that a contrast arises between what is said (Zen nihon dattara tobitsuku n da, ‘If it 
were a national league game, I might be grabbed’), and the omitted main clause, which is 
something like ‘it is not a national league game and therefore, I am not grabbed (not interested in 
going to see this match).’ According to Haugh, the contrastive meaning of the CONP kedo here 
is crucial in understanding the utterance, i.e. in understanding that Jun is refusing Yusuke’s 
invitation. 
Below is a brief introduction of the other CONPs that Ohori believes make a concessive 
or causal relationship between the subordinate and the main clause and therefore, he claims, 
license main-clause omission. Important to note here is that all of the CONPs mentioned below 
have the same structure as the structure of utterances with ga/kedo, which is discussed in section  
1.2.2 and Figure 1 above, presented again here as Figure 3: 
    [[A  CONP]  [B]]      
                                         
                                        A       CONP     B                             









In addition to the concessive CONP ga/kedo, Ohori (1995) adds the concession CONP 
noni (‘despite’/’although’) as an example of a CONP that can appear in an utterance-final 
position. According to Tanimori and Sato (2012), the main clause of utterances with noni, if 
present, expresses a “surprise, dissatisfaction, disappointment, regret, etc.” (p. 294), as in (29):  
(29) samui    noni         oobaa      o         kinaide              dekaketa. 
        cold      although  overcoat  ACC     wear.without     go.out.PAST 
        ‘Although it was cold, (he) went out without wearing a coat.’ 
         (Makino & Tsutsui, 1986, p. 333) 
 
Ohori (1995) claims that when noni appears in the utterance-final positions it emphasizes the 
irrelevancy of the main clause, as can be seen in (30). 
(30) The student tells the teacher that she bought a book that he wrote. The teacher is happy 
about it but he would have been even happier to give a copy of his book to the student 
personally. 
 
Student: sensee     no       kondo  kaita             no      kaimasita yo 
                      teacher    NOMI   lately   write.PAST      NOMI  buy.PAST    FP 
                      ‘(I)’ve bought (the book) that you (teacher) wrote lately, you know.’    
 
         Teacher:  itte   kurereba      ageta         noni 
                         say   give     if      give.PAST   although 
                  ‘Although if you had requested I’d have given (you) (a copy)’  
                         (Ohori 1995:207) 
 
According to Ohori, utterances with noni in the utterance-final position emphasize the 
irrelevancy of the main clause. Thus, here, if the main clause was present, it would have been 
something like iwanakatta (‘you didn’t say [you need a copy]’) but there is no need to say it 
since it doesn’t supply us with any new information. According to Makino and Tsutsui (1986, p. 
333) noni cannot be used when the main clause is a request, command, question or suggestion. 








suggestions all include new information. When the main clause is one of those, 
kedo/keredo/keredomo/ga will be used instead. 
(31) muzukashii    keredo/ *noni     shite    mite  kudasai. 
        dificult           but/*although   do        try    please  
       ‘It is difficult, but try doing it please.’ (Makino & Tsutsui, 1986, p. 334) 
 
The particles kara and node12 are connective particles, which introduce a causal clause 
and, traditionally, connect it to the main clause, as in (32), or appear without a main clause as an 
utterance-final CONP, as in (33) (line g.): 
(32) soko  ni  soosu  ga       arimasu  kara,   jiiyuu.ni  totte kudasai 
        there  at  sauce  NOM    be           since   freely      take  please 
        ‘(literally) Because the sauce is there, take it freely.’ (Shirakawa, 1991, p. 254) 
 
(33)  (A and B are both university students. A has called up to ask about notes   
from a class she missed) 
 
a. A: Kyoo   wa    Russheru  no    jugyoo   demashita? 
                      Today TOP   Russell     GEN  class      appear.PAST 
                       ‘Did you go to Russell’s class today?’ 
 
b. B:  Iya,    detenai. 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
	  
12	  There is a slight difference between kara and node, which is not going to be discussed in this dissertation. 
According to Maynard (2011), in kara utterances the focus is on the subordinate clause, the reason or cause, and in 
utterances with node the focus is on the resulting effect. Thus, utterances which involve the speaker’s guess about 
something cannot be used with node, as in (i): 
(i) hito      ga     takusan   kuru    daroo        kara / *node  
          people NOM  a lot         come   probably   because/*because 
          tabemono-o     takusan  katte-oi-ta. 
          food-ACC       a lot        buy-in advance-PAST 
         ‘Because many people will probably come, I’ve bought a lot of food.’ (Makino & Tsutsui 1986, p. 329) 
 
Haugh claims that kara in the utterance-final position sounds slightly more imposing than node, since the former has 
connotations of the speaker trying to justify the reason for his or her response more than in the latter case. Utterance-
final node thus tends to be associated with more formal speaking contexts, while utterance-final kara may appear in 
either formal or informal situations. In Haugh (2008)’s corpus results, for example, 93% of final node appeared in 
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                       ‘No, I didn’t go.’ 
 
c. A:  Ee,      ja,      senshuu    toka    detemasu   yo ne. 
                        uhm    then   last.week   or       appear       FP  FP 
                       ‘Uhm, then, you did go last week and so on didn’t you?’ 
 
d. B:  A,   senshuu        deteru. 
               oh  last.week       appear 
             ‘Oh, I was there last week.’ 
 
e. A:  ja,      senshuu   no     nooto    misetemoraitainde, 
                   well   last.week NOM   notes    show.receive.want 
       
f.       kyoo     karitekaettemo         ii-desu       ka? 
                        today    borrow.go.home.if   good COP   QM 
               ‘Well, can you show me last week’s notes and let me borrow them today?’ 
 
g. B: Sensyuu   no      nooto,  a    hito      ni    kari        kashiteru     kara 
                       last.week GEN    notes   oh   person to    borrow   lend            since 
             ‘Because last week’s notes, oh, I have lent them to someone.’ 
 
h. A:  A,  soo             na    n       desu    ka. 
                    oh that.way     COP   NOMI  COP      QM 
                   ‘Oh, is that right?’ 
 
As discussed above, the concessive particles ga, keredomo/keredo/kedo and noni, and the 
causal particles kara and node, establish a clear relationship between the clauses, even when the 
main clause is omitted. Ohori also argues that CONPs that create concessive and causal 
relationships between clauses make the main clause more inferable, and therefore allow the 
omission of the main clause, while when these relationships between clauses do not exist, such 
as with “and,” for example, the main clause is not omittable. In order to strengthen this position, 
Ohori (1995, 1997) adds the following argument: According to him, there are two other CONPs, 








functions as connectors. However, according to Ohori, when appearing in utterances with main-
clause omission, the only function that can be acceptable is the causal one. 
Ohori (1997) claims that, depending on the context, the marker shi can have a temporal 
reading, as in (34)a or a causal reading, as in(34)b.  
(34)  
a.  Kyoo  wa     tenisu  mo    shita       shi,     eiga      mo   mimashita. 
Today  TOP   tennis  also  do.PAST  and     movie   also  see.PAST 
‘I played tennis and watched a movie today.’ (Makino & Tsutsui, 1986 p. 395) 
 
b. Tanaka san  wa,   atama  ga      ii        shi,       kirei        da     shi,      suki   da. 
Tanaka         TOP   head    NOM   good  since     beautiful COP    since   like    COP 
‘Since Ms. Tanaka is smart, …and pretty, I like her.’ (Tanimori & Sato, 2012, p. 
312) 
 
However, when appearing in a suspended-clause utterance, the only reading that is inferred is the 
causal one and not the temporal one. Ohori’s example in (35) and the possible interpretation for 
the recovery of the omitted main clause in (35)a and (35)b clarify this statement. 
(35) watashi  mo     ii         toshi     desu  shi. 
        I             also   good    age       COP    shi 
        ‘I have become very old shi.’ (Ohori, 1997:475) 
 
Example (35) can be interpreted as a reduction of (35)a but not of (35)b. 
a. watasi mo    ii         toshi    desu   shi               kono  shigoto   ga      dekimasen. 
I          also  good    age      COP     because      this     job         NOM   can.NEG 
‘I have become very old, so I can’t do this job.’ (Ohori, 1997:475) 
 
b. watasi  mo    ii         toshi desu  shi,     otto         wa    mamonaku teenen  desu. 
                  I            also  good   age    COP   and    husband  TOP   soon            retire   COP 
                  ‘I have become very old-, and my husband is retiring soon.’ (Ohori, 1997, p. 476) 
 
Ohori claims that while the interpretation of (35)a involves certain degree of causality, (35)b is 








reason for her husband’s retirement. Thus, the range of readings of shi here is reduced to only the 
causal one.  
 Makino and Tsutsui (1986, pp. 366–367) also note: “There are times when a sentence 
ends with shi in order to weaken the sentence and obscure the cause/reason.” Their example is 
the following: 
(36) A:  ashita         eiga     ni      ikimasen ka. 
              tomorrow   movie  DIR     go.NEG    QM 
              ‘Wouldn’t you like to go see a movie tomorrow?’ 
 
        B:  e,     ashita             desu  ka.   ashita         wa    shiken    ga     aru    shi. 
              Oh   tomorrow       COP     QM   tomorrow   TOP   exam    NOM   have   so 
              ‘Tomorrow? I have an exam tomorrow, so...’ (Makino & Tsutsui, 1986, pp. 366-367) 
 
Similarly to shi, according to Ohori, the non-final verb form te/de also has multiple 
readings in Japanese, and can act as a gerund in addition to being a connective particle. Its main 
readings and an example for each reading, taken from Makino & Tsutsui (1986, pp. 466-467), 
are in (37)a through f.  
(37)  
Sequentiality reading: 
a.  watashi wa     kooto  o       nui         de   hangaa ni   kaketa 
               I            TOP     coat   ACC   take.off  de   hanger  on  hang.PAST 
              ‘After taking off my coat, I hung it on the hanger.’ 
 
b.  Two states of someone or something: 
 
        watashi  no       heya    wa     semakute  kurai 
  me          GEN     room   TOP   small    te  dark         




                 kono  suupu wa   karakute     nomenai 








                ‘Since this soup is spicy, I can’t eat (lit. drink)it.’ 
 
d. Means or manner in which someone does the action in the main clause: 
 
    boku wa      aruite    kaetta 
    I        TOP    foot te   go.back.PAST 
   ‘I walked and went home (=I went home on/by foot).’ 
 
e.  Contrast: 
                   
otoko wa    soto       de  hataraite,    onna     wa   uchi      de   hataraku 
Men  TOP    outside  at   work   te     woman TOP  house   at    work 
‘Men work outside and women work inside.’ 
 
f. Unexpectedness 
            
Tom wa    itsumo    asondeite    tesuto   ga      dekiru. 
Tom TOP   always   play      te    test      NOM   can 
‘Tom plays around, yet he always does well on tests.’ 
 
When appearing in an utterance with the main clause omitted, te/de has only a causal 
reading, as shown in example (38)a and (38)b: 
(38)  
a.  kocchi         mo   saikin    isogashikute  
              This.side      also lately     be.busy.since 
           ‘since I’ve been busy lately too’ (Ohori, 1997:471) 
 
b. kon’nani        rippa           ni    natte 
      this.much      respectable   to    become.since 
‘since you’d become such respectable figure’ (Ohori 1997:476). 
   
 The main clause in (38)b can be interpreted as: “it makes me so impressed” (Ohori 1997, pp. 
476). 
Ohori (1997, p. 477) claims that in general, CONPs that establish causal and concessive 
relation between two clauses are “inference intensive” and therefore they are the only CONPs 








argument supports Ohori’s theory. They claim that the conjunct “and” provides only a little 
information about the semantic relation between the conjuncts, and thus it is not cohesive, while 
the connective because is.  
However, neither Ohori nor Halliday and Hasan explain or discuss what the term 
“inference-intensive” means, and what the connection is between “inference-intensive” CONPs 
and main-clause omittability; in other words, they do not explain why the clause after kara 
(‘since’) and ga (‘but’), if omitted, is easier to infer than other CONPs. A possible explanation is 
that the content in the main clause after kara (‘since’) and ga (‘but’) might make deletion easier 
since it is more limited than “and” or other CONPs. For example: “I like John, but he doesn’t 
like me” or “Because I like John he doesn’t like me” entails I like John and he doesn’t like me. 
However, “I like John and he doesn’t like me” does not necessarily entail “I like John, but he 
doesn’t like me” or “Because I like John he doesn’t like me.”  Thus, “but” and “since” contain 
the “and” meaning inside them but they contain additional information as well. Therefore, the 
omitted clause after a concessive or a causal CONP might be easier to infer due to the more 
limited options the hearer has when trying to recover it13.  
	  	  
1.3.3. A reexamination of Ohori’s constraints - Overview  
In this section, I attempt to investigate Ohori’s two constraints on the omission of the 
main clause. I collected preliminary data by creating different utterances in specific pragmatic 
situations and asking seven bilingual, Japanese-dominant informants for their judgments. The 
seven informants were all female acquaintances of mine, and at least age 25. I met with each one 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
	  








separately, and asked for their judgments out loud, and in Japanese. The location of the meetings 
was a quiet room at either at the CUNY Graduate Center or at Hunter College. The JNS had the 
same judgments about all the utterances presented in this section. 
Ohori’s original constraints, mentioned in (25) and (27) and discussed in section 1.3.2, 
are repeated here in (39) and (40) below. 
(39) Ohori’s Constraint 1 
One of the “pragmatic properties” of suspended clause utterances is that they are “not mere 
declarative utterances, but carry directive and expressing functions, for example, calling for 
sympathy, giving directions or expressing emotions.  This non-declarative pragmatic type of 
utterances appears when interpersonal relationships are involved. (Ohori, 1997: 473) 
 
(40) Ohori’s Constraint 2 
The main clause can be omitted only after “reason (because type) or concession (though 
type)” connectives (Ohori 2005: 207). 
 
 
1.3.4. Hypotheses for omission constraints 
The hypotheses one can draw based on Ohori’s constraints are the following:  
Ohori-based hypothesis (i): 
Declarative utterances will not allow the omission of the main clause.  
Main-clause omission is allowed only when the utterance involves “inter-personal” 
functions. 
Ohori-based hypothesis (ii): 
A non-concessive/non-reason particle will not allow the omission of the main clause 








Based on my investigation of utterances with main-clause omission after the connective 
particle ga, I argue that Ohori’s constraints are not absolute and can be proved wrong. I suggest 
that a more accurate constraint is the following: 
(41)     The “sufficient information” Constraint: 
 
The omission of the main clause after the particle ga is permitted as long as the situation 
in which the utterance occurs is loaded with enough information to allow the hearer to 
infer clearly what is omitted. Vagueness in (or a lack of) specific background information 
is the reason for the disallowance of the omission. 
 
Thus, contrary to the Ohori-based hypotheses, I claim that: 
1. Declarative utterances can allow the omission of the main clause. 
2. Omission can be licensed even when the utterance does not involve “interpersonal” 
functions. 
3. Even a non-concessive/non-causative CONP can license omission if there is 
enough information for the hearer to infer it. 
	  
1.3.5. An Investigation of Ohori-based hypothesis 1 
In the first constraint, Ohori states that the omission can happen only with non-
declarative utterances and that such utterances appear when interpersonal relations are involved. 
In the second constraint, he states that the omission of the main clause can happen only when the 
CONP that connects the subordinate clause to the main clause is a concessive one or a causative 
one (‘but’ or ‘because’, respectively). In this section, I provide counterexamples to Ohori’s 
constraints and, by using the intuitions I collected from the seven Japanese informants, I show 
that these counterexamples still allow main-clause omission, and therefore, that Ohori’s 








First, in order to analyze the constraints on what Ohori calls “declarative utterances”, I 
chose the following declarative utterance as an example: 
(42)  
a.  kore  wa    isu     desu  ga,  sore   wa     teeburu  desu.  
               this   TOP   chair  COP   but  that   TOP    table      COP 
               ‘This is a chair, but that is a table.’ 
I provided different pragmatic situations in order to check whether the omission of the main 
clause in (42)a is acceptable to native speakers, not as an utterance on its own but within a 
specific context. In order to investigate Ohori-based hypothesis (i) (that declarative utterances do 
not allow the omission of the main clause) against my own hypothesis, I first created a situation 
that does not supply the hearer with enough information to guess what was uttered in the main 
clause. 
b. Situation:  
               Risako enters a room with all kinds of very modern, abstract-looking furniture  
               and starts introducing them to Akiyo. 
 
I also provided (42)a with its main clause omitted kore wa isu desu ga… (‘This is a chair, 
but…’), and the omitted main clause sore wa teeburu desu (‘that is a table’). 
The questions I asked the JNS are the following: 
1) “Is the utterance in (42)a grammatical?” 
2) “In the context of the situation in (42)b, does it feel like the utterance with the omitted main 
clause kore wa isu desu ga… (‘This is a chair, but…’) is completed, or do you feel like 
more should be uttered?” 
3) “Can the omitted utterance be sore wa teeburu desu (‘that is a table’)?” 
 
All of the Japanese native speakers had the same answers: 
1) “Utterance (42)a is grammatical.” 
2) “The utterance kore wa isu desu ga ‘This is a chair, but…’ does not feel completed in the 








3) “The unsaid utterance cannot be sore wa teeburu desu (‘that is a table.)’” 
 
The Japanese native speakers’ judgments match Ohori-based (i) hypothesis that declarative 
utterances do not allow the omission of the main clause. 
 Next, I provided a different pragmatic situation for the same declarative sentence. This 
time, I loaded the situation with very specific details and background information, as can be seen 
in (42)b'  
b' Situation:   
Risako has many tables in her house and no chairs. She is planning to get rid of some tables and 
go to Ikea to buy chairs so that she has fewer tables and enough chairs for the tables she keeps. 
She describes the situation to the salesperson. The salesperson shows her around. In the end she 
picks two boxes, which contain the chairs she chose. The boxes have big and clear labels on 
them saying “CHAIR”/”TABLE”. One of the two boxes she picks is not a chair but a table. The 
salesperson knows she did not want a table. 
 
I asked the Japanese native speakers the same questions: 
1) “In the context of the situation in (42)b', does it feel like the utterance sore wa isu desu ga 
(‘That is a chair, but…’) is completed or do you feel like more should be uttered?” 
2) “Can the omitted utterance be sore wa teeburu desu (‘that is a table’)?” 
The Japanese native speakers’ answers were: 
1) “In situation (42)b' the utterance sore wa isu desu (‘That is a chair, but…’) does feel 
completed. There is no feeling like more should be uttered.”  
2) “Yes, the omitted utterance can be sore wa teeburu desu (‘that is a table’).” 
Therefore, in situation (42)b, there were too many types of furniture to choose from and there 
was not enough specific background information to provide the hearer with a satisfying reason 
for Risako to omit the main clause. On the contrary, situation (42)b' involved a lot of specific and 
clear details: The salesperson had to know that Risako did not want tables, and the chair and the 
table had to have big, clear labels on their boxes. Moreover, there couldn’t be more chairs and 








The fact that the Japanese native speakers accepted the omission of the main clause and the 
recovery of the omission to be sore wa teeburu desu (‘that is a table’) suggests that sentences 
such as (42)a do allow the omission of the main clause in a situation where the background 
information is specific enough to allow the hearer to infer the main clause and not have to guess 
it. 
 With that established, if we look closely at the reason for the omission, we can see that in 
this particular utterance, Ohori’s speculation might be correct, since it is, in fact, still connected 
to what he called an interpersonal relationship, and it contains the speech act of Correction. In 
situation (42)b' the salesperson omits the main clause “this is a table” since he knows that Risako 
did not want a table but took one accidentally. The omission of the main clause helps the 
salesperson correct Risako but in a much softer and implied way. Thus, the omission of the main 
clause by the salesperson has all of the “interpersonal” functions discussed in the literature 
regarding utterances with omission after the connective particle ga/kedo: reserved attitude, 
hedging, Mitigation, and politeness (see section 1.3.1 above). Additionally, the salesperson’s 
attempt to correct Risako means that he is trying to say more than what the words in the 
utterance say, and therefore utterance (42) in situation (42)b' includes a Correction, which is a 
“performative” speech act with illocutionary force. Thus, according to Austin’s and Grice’s 
interpretation, (42) would probably not be considered declarative, since, as mentioned in 1.3.2, 
Austin claims that a declarative utterance is a fact-stating and plain-description type of utterance, 
and Grice states that a declarative utterance is when a sentence is intended to express its lexical 
content (as in (26)a). Thus, (42) uttered in situation (42)b' might still raise the option that what 
looked like a“declarative utterance” as an isolated utterance, in the specific context under which 








 In order to investigate the strength of my hypothesis, I attempted next to find a situation 
that would challenge Ohori’s declarative utterance and interpersonal constraint. In order to do so, 
I tried to eliminate the possibility that the omission of the main clause is connected to any of the 
interpersonal functions associated with ga/kedo that are discussed in section 1.3.1, namely, in 
which the omission of the main clause is not related to the speaker’s Reserved attitude, Hedging, 
Mitigation, or Politeness. In addition, I attempted to choose utterances that would be considered, 
even by Austin’s and Grice’s interpretation, to be declarative utterances. I came up with 
utterances (43) and (44) which are utterances that (1) would be classified as declarative by both 
Austin’s and Grice’s interpretations; (2) have no interpersonal function; (3) have enough specific 
information for the hearer to infer exactly what is omitted in the utterance 
(43)  
a. Sensuu      abokado  wa   zenzen  suki   janakatta    kedo     ima   dai.suki desu. 
                  last.week   avocado TOP   at.all     like   COP NEG       but      now  love         COP 
                 ‘Last week he did not like avocado at all, but now he loves it.’  
This is the pragmatic situation I provided:  
b.        Situation:  
            X and Y are watching X’s son eating lunch with his friends. He eats only his  
      guacamole and he does it joyfully and it is very clear he loves it. 
      
(44)  
a. ee     hontoo wa   saifu     o          katte      hoshikatta   kedo,  katte   kurenakatta. 
                  yes    really   TOP  wallet  ACC      buy-TE   want.PAST    but     buy    give.NEG.PAST   
               ‘Yes. [I] wanted [him] to buy me a wallet, but [he] didn’t buy [it].’ 
 
b.  (44) Situation: 
                X and Y are sitting in a coffee shop, talking about life. Y notices X’s bag and  









For both (43) and (44) I asked the Japanese native speakers the same questions as before: 
1) “Is the utterance in (43)a/(44)a grammatical?”  
2) “In the context of the situation in (43)b/(44)b, does it feel like the utterances: Sensuu 
abokado wa zenzen suki janakatta kedo (‘Last week [he] did not like avocado at all, but…’) 
and Hontoo wa saifu o katte hoshikatta kedo (‘[I] actually wanted [him] to buy me a wallet, 
but…’) respectively are completed, or do you feel like more should be uttered?” 
3) “Can the unsaid utterances be ima dai suki desu (‘now [he] loves it’) and  katte kurenakatta 
(‘[he] didn’t buy [it]’) respectively?” 
 
All of the Japanese native speakers had the same answers: 
1) “Both utterances (43)a and (44)a are grammatical. ” 
2) “Both utterances Sensuu abokado wa zenzen suki janakatta kedo (‘Last week [he] did not 
like avocado at all, but…’) and Hontoo wa saifu o katte hoshikatta kedo (‘[I] actually 
wanted [him] to buy me a wallet, but…’) feel completed. It does not feel like more should 
be uttered. ” 
3) “Yes, the unsaid utterances can be ima dai suki desu. (‘now [he] loves it’) and katte 
kurenakatta (‘[he] didn’t buy [it]’) respectively. ” 
 
In sum, through this preliminary experiment on JNS’ judgments about the allowance of 
main-clause omission in these specific contexts, I conclude that Ohori’s Constraint 1 could be 
proved wrong since the omission is not limited to utterances with “interpersonal” functions, or 
with speech acts as illustrated in (43)a and (44)a above.  
 
1.3.6.  Investigation of Ohori-based hypothesis 2 
Ohori—as I discussed in section 1.3.2—claims that the omission of the main clause in a full 
utterance is allowed only when the two clauses hold a concession or causative relationship. 
According to him, the connective particles that hold these relationships are limited to the 
following: concession, ga/kedo (‘although’/’but’) and noni (‘in spite of’/’but’); reason, kara, and 









1.3.6.1.  The existence of a non-conflictive ga 
Since I attempt to challenge Ohori’s Constraint 2 and look at the possibility of the 
omittability of main-clause omission after a non-concessive/non-causal relationship CONP, I 
next turn to the existence of a non-conflictive ga.  
 In the 1950s, studies doubting the particle ga as a merely concessive particle started to 
appear (Fukushima, 2006). Prescriptivists and professional writers (e.g., Shimizu, 1959; Honda, 
1982; Ono, 1999; Takahashi, 1960) criticize the different interpretations and the different 
functions of ga and claim: “It poses a burden on the readers of written texts to interpret the 
logical interrelationship carefully at each ga occurrence” (Fukushima, 2006, p. 30). Shimizu 
(1959) argues that the meaning of ga is not clearly determined, and therefore the logical relation 
between the two clauses in sentences with ga is ambiguous. Takahashi (1960, in Fukushima, 
2006, p. 30) claims, “the conjunctive ga, as a function word, generally does not convey a central 
informational content.” Some recommended avoiding the use of the non-conflictive ga and even 
of the conflictive ga in favor of clearer and less ambiguous particles, which are limited to one 
meaning only, in order to avoid confusion. 
 Fukushima (2006, p. 24) claims that “functions of the Japanese CONP ga may be roughly 
divided into two categories: ‘Conflictive/Contrastive’ ga and ‘Non-Conflictive/Non-Contrastive’ 
ga’. According to him, the “Non-Conflictive/Non-Contrastive” ga translates to ‘and’, not ‘but’. 
In utterances with the “Non-Conflictive/Non-Contrastive” ga, there is no concessive relationship 
(and no causal relationship either) between the two clauses that the ga connects. (45) and (46), 
below are examples in which the two clauses connected by ga do not have a 








In (45) for example, Kinou wa ensoku deshita (‘[We] went on a field trip yesterday’) and taihen 
omoshirokatta (‘[It was] very enjoyable’) do not have a contrast or a denial of expectation 
relationship between them and, clearly, the non-Conflictive/Contrastive ‘and’ interpretation is 
more appropriate here than the conflictive/contrastive one. 
(45) Kinoo        wa    ensoku    deshita         ga,    taihen  omoshirokatta. 
        Yesterday  TOP  field trip  was-PAST     and   very     interesting-PAST 
        ‘[We] went on a field trip yesterday and [it was] very enjoyable.’ (Kondo &   
        Takano,1986, p. 263, as cited in Fukushima, 2006, p.25) 
 
(46) John-wa   kyoodai-ga      3 –nin iru-ga,    minna   isha-o          shi-te-i-ru 
        John-TOP  brothers-NOM   3 be-PRS-  and   all        doctor-ACC  do-TE-be-PRS 
       ‘John has three brothers, and they are all medical doctors.’ (Tonoike, 2000, p. 220) 
 
 Thus, if, as Ohori argues, the omission of the main clause is permitted only when the two 
clauses hold a concessive or a reason relationship, then the “Non-Conflictive/Contrastive ga,” 
such as the “and” interpretation of ga, should be out of the picture in regards to omission. 
Next, I examined whether or not utterances such as (45), which hold neither a concessive 
relation nor a reason relation between the clauses, can permit the omission of the main clause. 
Utterance (45), without any situational context, is ambiguous since its ga can be 
interpreted as either ‘but’ or ‘and’. The ga would get the “but” interpretation, for example, in a 
pragmatic situation in which the hearer knows that the speaker hates going to field trips. In this 
kind of situation, the first clause, “We went on a field trip [which you know I usually hate going 
on]” and the second clause, “[it was] very enjoyable” would hold a concessive relationship. In 
order to avoid the concessive interpretation of (45), I (i) adjusted Kondo & Takano (1986)’s 
original utterance to 0a, changing the TOP wa to mo (‘also’), and (ii) created a pragmatic 










a. A:  Kinou            mo    ensoku      desita        ga,    taihen  omosirokatta. 
        Yesterday     also   field trip   was-PAST   and    very    interesting-PAST 
        ‘We also had a field trip yesterday and [it was] very enjoyable.’  
 
b.  Situation: Akiyo tells Dennis how much she loves going on field trips.  
  According to Akiyo, field trips are always fun and she looks forward  
             to them every time.  
In 0a, uttered in situation 0b, clause A is positive (“we also had a field trip yesterday [and you 
know I love field trips]”) and clause B is also positive (“[it was] very enjoyable”). Thus, the 
concessive relationship between the clauses is not accessible. Moreover, in utterances with 
connective particles that establish causal relation between the two clauses, the reason appears in 
clause A (the embedded clause), and the result or the effect appears in clause B, (the main 
clause): [reason CONP] [result/effect]]. It is therefore clear that the causal relationship is also not 
connected to this utterance (the fact that the field trip was enjoyable is not because the speaker 
went on a field trip). Therefore, there is no concessive or reason relation here between clauses A 
and B. Thus, based on Ohori’s claim, 0a should not allow the omission of clause B. In other 
words, Kinoo mo ensoku desita ga (‘We also had a field trip yesterday and’) will not be 
permitted with taihen omosirokatta “ (‘[it was] very enjoyable’) as its omitted clause. 
I asked the Japanese native speakers the same questions as before: 
1) Is utterance 0a. grammatical? 
2) In the context of the situation in 0b, does it feel like the utterance Kinoo mo ensoku desita 
ga “We also had a field trip yesterday and” is completed or do you feel like more should be 
uttered? 
3) Can the unsaid utterance be taihen omosirokatta (“(it was) very enjoyable”)? 
All of the Japanese native speakers had the same answers: 








2) Yes, Kinoo mo ensoku desita ga (“We also had a field trip yesterday and”) feels completed. 
It does not feel like more should be uttered. 
3) Yes, the unsaid utterance in Kinoo mo ensoku desita ga (‘We also had a field  
       trip yesterday and’) can be taihen omosirokatta (‘[it was] very enjoyable’). 
The above Japanese native speakers’ judgments go against Ohori’s Constraint 2, since the 
omission is permitted even though the relation between the clauses is neither a concessive nor a 
causal one. In order to further examine the main clause omittability when the ga takes the “and” 
interpretation, I came up with two more utterances in context, which are (47) and (48) below. 
(47) Otoosan:  Yuki,  kore.kara suupaa  ni      itte kuru.   Ringo  mo  katte      kuru ne. 
         Father     Yuki  from now  market  DIR    go  come  Apple  also buy-TE  come FP 
        ‘Father: Yuki, I’m going to the supermarket now. I will buy also apples, ok?’ 
 
        Yuki:  Un,  uresii. Sore.to  orenji    mo   katte      kite   ne. 
        Yuki   yes,  happy  also      orange  also  buy-TE  come ok? 
        ‘Great, I’m happy. Buy also oranges, ok?’ 
 
         Otoosan: Mochiron,    itsumo    no.yoo.ni orenjii     mo  kau kedo14. 
         father       of.course     always   like           orange    also buy and 
        ‘Of course, like always, I will also buy oranges and.’ 
                
     
(48)  Jun:   Raigakki            semantikkusu   o       torimasu yo. 
	 	 	 	     next.semester    semantics         ACC   take         FP 
                  ‘Next semester I am going to take semantics, you know.’ 
 
        Advisor:  Kikimasita     yo.  Demo         semantikkusu  mo   sintakkusu mo     
                        (I) hear.PAST   FP     However   semantics       also  syntax       also    
                                     
                         toranai    to  sotsugyoo     dekimasen    yo. 
                         take.NEG  if   graduation    do.POT.NEG    FP 
 ‘I heard. However, you have to take both semantics and syntax in    
 order to graduate, you know.” 
           
          Jun:     soo      desu ne.   sintakkusu   mo  torimasu ga. 
             really   COP    FP    syntax         also take        and 
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  The use of kedo intead of ga here is only because the situation in which it is uttered is a very casual one. Except 








           ‘That’s right. I am also taking syntax and.’ 
 
In (47), the default interpretation of ga is ‘and’ and not ‘but.’ It would require a very awkward 
and artificial pragmatic situation such as (47’) in order for the ga to be interpreted as ‘but’ and 
not as ‘and’:  
(47’)  Situation: Yuki hates when her father buys apples. Every week, as usual he        
           brings home apples despite the fact she doesn’t like them. Her statement  
           about how happy she is that her father is going to buy apples is a cynical  
           statement, and does not reflect what she actually feels. Her father knows  
           that she doesn’t like it when he buys apples, and that the fact she said “I am  
           happy” was cynical.   
 
Thus, in situation (47’), the relationship between the clauses would be a concessive one: Clause 
A, ‘Of course, like always, I will also buy oranges,’ the retrieved omitted clause B, ‘I will also 
buy apples [even though I know you hate it when I buy them]’ and the utterance would be 
translated with the connective particle ‘but’: ‘I will buy oranges, but I will also buy apples.’ 
If we put situation 0 aside, in a normal situation, there is no contrast between clause A, 
‘Of course, like always, I will also buy oranges’ and the omitted main clause that can be 
retrieved as ‘I will also buy apples.’ Thus, the natural interpretation of ga would be “and”: ‘Of 
course, like always, I will also buy oranges and I will also buy apples.’   
In (48), there is even less chance for the ga to be interpreted as ‘but’ (‘I am also taking 
syntax, but I am also taking semantics’). Syntax and semantics are both necessary in order for 
Jun to graduate. Jun is mentioning to his advisor that he is taking semantics but he knows that he 
needs to take both syntax and semantics in order to graduate. The advisor mentions the fact that 
she heard that Jun is taking semantics, so this is not a surprise for her. By the time Jun utters the 








the necessity to take both classes and about the fact that Jun is taking semantics next semester. 
There is no contrast here between clause A, ‘I am also taking syntax,’ and the omitted clause B, 
which can be retrieved as ‘I am also taking semantics.’ Therefore, the interpretation of ga here is 
limited to the “and” interpretation: ‘(litterally) I am also taking syntax and I am also taking 
semantics.’ 
In order to examine the main-clause omission in (47) and (48) and to learn whether or not 
the omitted clause can be completed as ringo mo kau (‘I will also buy apples’) in (47) and 
semantikkusu mo torimasu (‘I also take semantics’) in (48), I asked the Japanese speakers the 
same questions as before: 
1) “Is the utterance in (47)/(48) grammatical?” 
2) “In the context of the situation in the dialogue, does it feel like the utterances mochiron, 
itsumo  no.yoo.ni orenji mo kau kedo  (‘Of course, like always, I will also buy oranges and’) 
and sintakkusu mo torimasu ga (‘That’s right. I am also taking syntax and’) respectively are 
completed or do you feel like more should be uttered?” 
3) “Can the unsaid utterance be ringo mo kau (‘I will also buy apples’) and semantikkusu mo 
torimasu (‘I also take semantics’) respectively?” 
 
All of the Japanese native speakers had the same answers: 
1) “Both utterances (47) and (48) are grammatical.” 
2) “Both utterances feel completed. It does not feel like more should be uttered”. 
3) “Yes, the unsaid utterances can be ringo mo kau (‘I will also buy apples’) and semantikkusu 
mo torimasu (‘I am also taking semantics’) respectively.” 
 
 My conclusion, based on the JNS’ judgments about the allowance of the omission of the 
main clause in utterances 0a, (47), and (48) above, is that Ohori’s Constraint 2 is not absolute 
since: 
(i) Omission is permitted also in the “and” interpretation of the particle ga and not only in its 








(ii) The omission is not limited only to utterances that hold a concession or a reason relation 
between their clauses. 
With this established, if we apply the “sufficient information” Constraint to Constraint 2 
as well, we can see that in general, omission is better when it is easier to guess what the content 
of the missing part is. Because contrastive and causal particles narrow down the space of 
possibilities it makes sense that they appear more often with omission. In other words, we can 
conclude that omission is more likely when unambiguous recoverability is more likely, and 
therefore unambiguous recoverability is more likely to appear with ‘but’/‘because’ than with 
‘and’. 
 
1.4. Summary and conclusions of Chapter 1 
In this chapter, I looked at main-clause omission in Japanese as it is discussed in the 
literature. I claimed that main-clause omission should be looked at as one instance of omission in 
a language that has a high tendency toward omission in general (section 1.2.1). Then, I 
introduced the structure of the kind of utterance I am looking at and explained in detail the 
structural phenomenon of main-clause omission. I introduced the studies that looked at the 
pragmatic effects that arise from the omission of the main clause in Japanese. Through this, I 
discovered that the main effects, according to the literature, that arise from main-clause omission 
after the CONP ga (’but’) are Mitigation, reserved attitude, hedging, and politeness. I separately 
introduced Ohori, the only researcher I know who has investigated possible constraints of this 
omission, and attempted to establish when Japanese does and does not omit the main clause. 








omission. I hypothesized that Ohori’s constraints are null and conducted a further investigation, 
concluding that Ohori’s constraints are disprovable, and therefore not accurate. 
My main conclusion based on the investigation I conducted in order to reexamine Ohori’s 
constraint is that there is only one basic and fundamental constraint on main-clause omission 
after the CONP ga, and that this constraint is a discourse-context one, as can be seen in (41), 
repeated here as (49):  
(49)     The “sufficient information” Constraint: 
 
The omission of the main clause after the particle ga is permitted as long as the situation 
in which the utterance occurs is loaded with enough information to allow the hearer to 
infer clearly what is omitted. Vagueness in (or a lack of) specific background information 
is the reason for the disallowance of the omission. 
 
Saying that, I also suggest that further investigation may reveal that this constraint is not 
a language-specific one, and that it can be applicable to other languages as well. If this is true, 
then the limitation of this constraint is that it does not describe the characteristic of main-clause 
omission that is specific to Japanese. Based on the literature, it seems that in Japanese there is a 
tendency to omit the main clause more than in other languages. If this is really the case, then the 
above “sufficient information” Constraint is not enough to really understand why main-clause 
omission in Japanese is so frequently exploited, and what Japanese pragmatic strategies it 
provides. The “sufficient information” Constraint still leaves us with the same question of: 
“When do Japanese native speakers omit the main clause, and when do they not?” 
Thus, in order to understand the full picture of the phenomenon of main-clause omission 
in Japanese, I next need to investigate the constraints in two different layers: 
The first one is the one discussed above, the “sufficient information” Constraint, which is the 








clause omission. It also answers the question “When is the main clause omittable and when is it 
not?” 
The second constraint is the one I empirically investigate in this dissertation. It looks at 
the question: “When do Japanese native speakers (tend to) omit the main clause and when to 
they not?” In the experiment, I will look only at utterances that are omittable according to 
Constraint 1, namely, utterances that are loaded with enough information to allow the hearer to 
infer clearly what is omitted. The utterances without sufficient information are not looked at in 
the second constraint investigation, since we already know that they are out15. The importance of 
the investigation for another constraint is that it might lead us to understand the unique tendency 
of main-clause omission among Japanese native speakers specifically. It might provide us with a 
more subtle sense of the specific pragmatic mechanism of how the Japanese native speakers use 
the tool of main-clause omission, and why. 
Hence, the aim of the experiment, which will be discussed in chapter 3, is to look at this 
second layer and to find, empirically, one more main-clause omission constraint, which will 
explain the Japanese-specific tendency of omitting the main clause. In the experiment, I 
investigate whether main-clause omission is indeed an acceptable strategy among JNS. I 
compare it with another language—Hebrew, chosen for reasons I will address in chapter 2—in 
order to reveal whether main-clause omission is used in Japanese more than it is used in other 
languages, and to investigate whether Mitigation —one of the pragmatic effects discussed in the 
literature in regards to utterances with main-clause omission after the connective particle ga—
triggers main-clause omission or not. Finally, I conduct an additional empirical study in an 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
	  








attempt to discover whether the Japanese pragmatic strategy of main-clause omission is learnable 








2. CHAPTER 2: JAPANESE AND HEBREW – SPEECH STRATEGIES AND 
SPEECH ACTS   
Chapter 2 serves as a bridge between chapter 1 and chapter 3, and provides background 
information for the experiment. Since, as will be discussed in chapter 3, the experiment 
compares ratings of judgment regarding main-clause omittability among Japanese native 
speakers (JNS) and Hebrew native speakers (HNS), section 2.1 explains the motivation behind 
comparing Japanese with Hebrew. In addition, one of the main goals of the experiment in 
chapter 3 is to reveal whether or not the speech act of Mitigation, when appearing in the 
subordinate clause before the CONP ga (‘but’) in Japanese and aval (‘but’) in Hebrew, triggers 
main-clause omission, and whether Mitigation is connected to main-clause omission constraints. 
Moreover, it looks at the speech act of Refusal in the main clause, as a speech act that requires 
[+Mitigation] in the subordinate clause in utterances with ‘but’ (e.g. ‘[subordinate clause: 
+Mitigation →]’I would like to go, but [Main clause: Refusal] →I can’t’, and at the speech act of 
Praise, as an antitheses to Refusal, namely, a speech act that does not need Mitigation in the 
subordinate clause (e.g. ‘[subordinate clause: -Mitigation →]’It was tough, but [Main clause: 
Praise] →you did very well’) (see discussion in 3.1). Thus, as a background to the experiment, 
section 2.2 focuses on the topic of speech acts in general and Mitigation and Refusal in particular. 
Lastly, since one of the experiment’s goals is to check for learnability of main-clause omission 
by non-JNS, section 2.3 and 2.4 present studies about pragmatic competence in second-language 











2.1.  Japanese and Hebrew – Comparison 
2.1.1  High Context/Low Context and directness 
Hall (1976) is the first researcher who differentiated between cultural differences in 
communication processes, which he called “low- and high-context” communication, followed by 
others such as Gudykunst (1998) and Nishida and Gudykunst (2001); this distinction involved 
ranking languages as one or the other16. The use of the word “context” in this case is clarifying 
the way in which the content of the information is transmitted. According to Hall (1976), in low-
context communication, most of the information is expressed explicitly. Okabe (1983) claims 
that in low-context cultures, interpretation of the speaker’s utterances requires less knowledge of 
the context than in high-context languages. Gudykunst (1998) claims that directness, preciseness, 
and being clear are the main characteristics of low-context communication. Vis-à-vis this, 
according to Hall (1976), high-context communication is placed on the other end of the scale. 
According to him, “A high-context communication or message is one in which most of the 
information is either in the physical context or internalized in the person, while very little is in 
the coded, explicit, transmitted part of the message”	  (p. 79). Gudykunst claims that a speaker of 
high-context communication style is “reserved and sensitive to the listener” (p. 180). According 
to Hall (1976): 
People raised in high-context systems expect more of others than do the participants in 
low-context systems. When talking about something that they have on their minds, a 
high-context individual will expect his [or her] interlocutor to know what’s bothering him 
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[or her], so that he [or she] doesn't have to be specific. The result is that he [or she] will 
talk around and around the point, in effect putting all the pieces in place except the 
crucial one. Placing it properly—this keystone—is the role of his [or her] interlocutor. (p. 
98) 
Okabe (1983) too, claims that in high-context languages, “The speaker organizes his or her ideas 
in a stepping-stone mode: The listener is supposed to supply what is left unsaid” (p. 29). 
The following table is a summary of the characteristics of low-context and high-context 
communication: 
 
Low-context communication  High-context communication  
Direct, clear communication Indirect 
Precise Ambiguous 
Explicit Implicit 
Less expectation from the interlocutor 
to complete the main point 
Higher expectation from the interlocutor to 
complete the main point 
             Table 1 Characteristics of low-Context vs. high-Context Communication 
 
Gudykunst (1998) made a list in which he divided countries into low- and high-context 
communication styles. In this list, the countries with low-context communication are Australia, 
England, Belgium, Canada, Denmark, France, Germany, Ireland, Italy, New Zealand, Sweden, 
and the United States; the high-context countries are Japan, Brazil, China, Egypt, Ethiopia, 
Greece, Guatemala, India, Korea, Mexico and Saudi Arabia. Nishida and Gudykunst (2001) 
compared each country according to a yardstick of low and high context on a scale of 0 to 100, 








China, and Korea were placed close to 100 (high context). Germany, Scandinavia and 
Switzerland followed the United States.  
Israel was not included in Nishida and Gudykunst’s yardstick. However, there are many 
studies (Blum-Kulka, 1982, 1983; Blum-Kulka, Danet, and Gherson, 1985; Blum-Kulka, House, 
and Kasper, 1989) that address the directness of speech in Hebrew, ranking Hebrew as one of the 
most direct languages in the world. Blum-Kulka (1982, 1983), for example, has noted that 
Hebrew speakers, compared to speakers of American English, use an even higher level of 
directness in social interactions. Blum-Kulka, Danet, and Gherson (1985) additionally describe 
society in Israel as generally operating in a very direct manner. Furthermore, Blum-Kulka, House, 
and Kasper (1989) created a “cross-cultural scale of indirectness” (p. 135) that compared native 
speakers of Hebrew, Canadian French, Argentinean Spanish, Australian English, and German. 
The Argentinean Spanish speakers were the most direct, followed by speakers of Hebrew. 
Australian English speakers were the least direct, and finally, Canadian French and Germans fell 
in the middle of the spectrum. These categories are useful to note because, according to 
Gudykunst (1998), this principle of directness is one of the main areas that are subject to 
misunderstandings between speakers of the two types of languages. 
 
2.1.2. Hebrew ‘directness’ and the ‘Dugri’ speech style 
Blum-Kulka, Danet, and Gherson (1985) suggest that the directness in the Israeli society 
can be interpreted as “reflecting the distinct, culture-specific interactional style of Israeli society. 
The low value attached to social distance, manifested in language by a relatively high level of 
directness, suggests that the interactional style of this society is basically solidarity politeness 








a conference table in Israel disagreeing with each other bluntly (saying things like ata to’e 
‘You’re wrong’ or lo naxon! ‘Not true!’). Such directness in a similar setting in American 
society would probably be considered rude” (p. 91).  
Tamar Katriel (1986, 1999) researched this Israeli characteristic talking style, known by 
Israelis as dugri. She explains that the word dugri is borrowed from spoken colloquial Arabic, 
but has changed from its original Arabic meaning17. The meaning of the Hebrew word dugri is 
‘direct’/’straightforward’. According to Katriel (1986), the term dugri can refer to a description 
of a speech style or conversation, or to a description of a person that talks in a dugri way. She 
claims that dugri means “honesty in the sense of being true to oneself, being sincere,” and that 
“Dugri speech in Hebrew involves a conscious suspension of face18 concerns so as to allow the 
free expression of the speaker’s thoughts, opinions, or preferences that might pose a threat to the 
addressee” (p. 11). Dugri people, according to Katriel (1999), speak what is on their minds 
without filtering for politeness, and without trying to avoid contradicting their interlocutors. She 
adds that the dugri speech style in Israeli society is not used in order to deliberately hurt the other 
person. A dugri speaker talks in a dugri way due to the belief that intentions and thoughts need 
to be delivered through words. They also believe that:  
Directness in the speech stimulates authenticity, whereas indirect language stimulates 
lack of confidence and suspicion. The accommodation between thought and inner 
sentiment and exterior behavioral expression, by means of direct speech, enables an inter-
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oneself’ (Katriel, 1986, p. 11). 
18	  Face is defined by Brown and Levinson (1987) as follows: “Face is something that is emotionally invested, and 
that can be lost, maintained, or enhanced, and must be constantly attended to in interaction. In general, people 









personal confidence, and becomes a criterion to the value of a person and to the quality of 
social relations… ‘Naturalness’ and ‘spontaneity’ as cultural values, are connected also to 
this use of speech. Dugriness, according to this perception, is natural spontaneous speech, 
which is not planned and not stylized, and therefore it is not perceived as manipulative 
and it awakens confidence.… The ‘dugriness’ as a direct way of speaking was 
crystallized in the years of the thirties and the forties amongst the first sons of the first 
immigrants that are called Sabras (mainly kids of immigrants from Europe). These kids 
of immigrants had the impression that their parents in the diaspora were weak, bowed 
their heads in order to survive and couldn't speak out their minds directly, and that they 
were people who couldn’t behave directly and people without courage. That's why the 
dugri speaking style that spread in the fifties became a symbol for the starting of a new 
country. Thus, the dugri speech symbolizes a new beginning and based on basic position 
of simplicity and directness, and on the “cancellation of social hierarchies and the style-
manners that accompany them.” (Katriel, 1999, p. 209–210) 
One interesting factor in this nature of Hebrew is the fact that it was used only as a 
biblical sacred language of Judaism, and was revived to be used in everyday life both as a spoken 
and a written language only recently, in the end of the 19th century. Because of this history, 
some of the thoughts of the people who helped revive and design it have been documented. For 
example, Gordon (1943) wrote that the Hebrew speakers “should introduce into their speech true 
internal politeness deriving from a pure source—from the pure heart and simple soul—politeness 
which makes no recourse to fancy expressions either in speech or in writing” (p. 254).  
Wierzbicka (1991) criticizes studies that use general and “not self-explanatory” terms 








a formula that describes the very basic underlying motivation or attitude of what makes speakers 
of a language talk like they do. For Israeli “directness” she created the following formula: “We 
can all say to one another: ‘I want this,’ I don’t want this,’ ‘I think this,’ ‘I don’t think this’. We 
will not feel something bad (toward one another?) because of this” (p. 90).	  
 
2.1.3.  Japanese high-context characteristics: ‘Inexplicitness’ and 
‘indirectness’ 
As discussed in section 1.2.1, one of the main characteristics of Japanese communication 
described in the literature is a general tendency for inexplicit expressions (Kindaichi, 1957, 1962, 
1975; Suzuki, 1975; Toyama, 1976; Nomoto, 1978; Gunji, 1978; Haraguchi, 1982). By being 
inexplicit, the speaker leaves or allows the hearer to supply the unsaid. Additionally, many 
researchers, such as Mizutani and Mizutani (1987) claim that to be polite when speaking 
Japanese, it is extremely important to sound indirect. An example they provide for Japanese 
indirectness is the following: 
The speaker thus often makes indirect requests, and the listener also responds to implicit 
messages: this makes the indirect development of speech possible. For instance, a man, 
usually a superior, will come into the room and say: Kyoo wa iya-ni atsui-nee (‘It’s 
awfully hot today, isn’t it?’). And one of his men will say hai (‘yes’ [respectful], and 
hurry to open the window or turn on the air conditioner. He may even apologize saying: 
Doomo ki-ga tsukimasen-de… (‘I’m sorry I didn’t notice…’) …many Japanese seem to 
find pleasure in being with someone who understands them very well and so will sense 









Taguchi (2009) mentions that various studies found that “the Japanese language, 
particularly its spoken form, makes indirect expressions possible through a variety of syntactic 
and lexical features including ellipsis, open-ended statements, and hedging. An important aspect 
of Japanese communicative competence involves the ability to use the knowledge of these 
conventions to interpret meaning” (p. 250). 
Wierzbicka (1991), who (as mentioned in section 2.1.2) doesn’t agree with the general 
terms ‘directness’/’indirectness’, and attempted to find a more specific formula that will describe 
the motivation or background reasoning behind it, created the following formula for Japanese 
behavior, which explains the motivation behind the general way of speech of Japanese native 
speakers: “I want something; I don’t want to say this; I will say something else because of this; I 
think this person will know what I want” (p. 94).  
 
2.1.4. Summary of section 2.1 
To summarize, this section reviewed the literature on the different communication styles 
of Hebrew and Japanese. I have shown that, according to the context scale (low vs. high) of 
Nishida and Gudykunst (2001), and the level of directness in speech, Japanese is considered to 
be one of the most high-context and indirect languages in the world, while Hebrew is considered 
to be one of the most low-context and direct languages in the world. Thus, Japanese and Hebrew 
are placed on the two extreme opposite sides of the scale (that runs from 0 to 100) in their 
reliance on context. Wierzbicka’s (1991) language-specific formulas for the underlying 
reasoning behind the directness/indirectness used by JNS and HNS (presented together in    Table 










We can all say to one another: ‘I want this,’ 
I don’t want this,’ I think this,’ ‘I don’t think 
this.’ We will not feel something bad 
(toward one another?) because of this (p. 
90). 
‘I want something 
I don’t want to say this 
I will say something else because of this 
I think this person will know what I want’ 
(p. 94). 
   Table 2 Wiezbika’s language-specific formulas regarding directness 
 
The natures of Japanese and Hebrew—i.e., their extreme differences in communication 
styles—warrants an analysis that contrasts main-clause omission patterns in both languages. I 
intend to shed more light on the Japanese tendency toward main-clause omission by exploring 
how such omission contrasts between the two.  
 
2.2. Speech acts and pragmatic competence 
2.2.1. Speech acts 
Historically, speech act research began in the field of philosophy (see Austin, 1962; Grice, 
1975; Searle, 1969) and later on was simplified and extended by researchers from different fields, 
such as linguistics (Sadock, 1974); and anthropology (Hymes, 1974; Gumperz, 1982). Early 
assumptions classified the speech act follows: “an utterance, which expresses some propositional 
content, may at the same time count as the performance of a communicative act” (Olshtain & 
Blum-Kulka, 1985, p. 17). Therefore, “the minimal units of human communication are not 
linguistic expressions, but rather the performance of certain kinds of acts” (Blum-Kulka & House, 
1989, p. 2). One of the basic distinctions made in the field was the distinction between direct 








in which speakers intend to express more/something other than the actual words they say19. 
Olshtain and Blum-Kulka (1985) provide the following example for this distinction: 
A mother telling her son “It’s late” at the time when he usually goes to bed, on the one 
hand states the element of real time but on the other performs a directive telling the boy 
to go to bed. The same utterance “It’s late” uttered by a wife in reaction to her husband’s 
suggestion to go to the movies, may be intended as a rejection of the suggestion. The 
performance of the speech act depends on the context within which the utterance occurs, 
context consisting of all the relevant information relating to the participants, and the 
temporal and spatial parameters of the speech event. An utterance can therefore provide 
propositional content and at the same time perform an interactional function. (p. 17) 
The speech acts that received the most attention in the literature are Refusal, Requests, Apologies, 
and Compliments.  
According to Taguchi (2009), There is “a dialogue between universality and language-
specific aspects of speech acts” (pp. 3-4):  Some researchers, such as Searle (1969) claim that 
speech acts are operated by universal pragmatic principles, such as “directness,” “self-assertion,” 
“distance,” “intimacy,” “solidarity,” “harmony,” and “informality.” Brown and Levinson (1987) 
introduced the universal principle of “politeness.” Others, like Weirzbicka (1991), argue that 
speech acts are language specific, and that different cultures and languages have different 
conceptualization and verbalization when performing a speech act. Weirzbicka suggests looking 
at different communicative styles as “cultural scripts” that would describe the underlying 
mechanism and motivation for the speakers of a language to speak the way they do. 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
	  








 According to Gass and Houck (1999), the study of speech acts has become popular in the 
past few decades, and focuses on three main areas: (1), a specific speech act within a specific 
language; (2), a specific speech act in a cross-cultural comparison; and (3), a 
productive/recognition of a speech act in a target language among L2 learners of that language. 
 Unlike the main-clause omission studies that have not used empirical evidence, speech 
act studies focus on the development of empirical methods, in order to elicit subjects’ speech-act 
behavior and be able to measure the data. The main methods that have unfolded in the field are: 
(1) a role play method: written situations followed by a theatrical-act by the participants, or an 
interview (viewed as semi-ethnographic); (2) a written completion task: either an open-ended 
elicitation (typically subjects write a response to a prompt) or a DCT (Discourse Completion 
Test), where part of the discourse is provided and part is left opened for completion; and (3) an 
acceptability ratings method: asking subjects for their judgments to how appropriate certain 
responses are for a given situation.  
Advantages and disadvantages were found and analyzed in different studies (Cohen, 1996; 
Olshtain & Blum-Kulka, 1985). The DCT, developed by Blum-Kulka (1982), became one of the 
more popular methods of testing speech-act behavior. Its advantage is that data collection is 
faster, which facilitates the analysis of large amounts of data in a short time, while results 
appeared to be very similar to the oral role-play method of testing. A disadvantage of the DCT is 
that in writing, there is much more time to think about your response than in role play or in 
telephone conversation, and the answers can be shorter and therefore less representative of 
natural conversation.  
The third method, acceptability ratings, is the method adopted in part in this dissertation’s 








to select the most appropriate of them for a provided situation. Usually, responses are rated on a 
scale (Cohen, 1996). The limitation of this method is that it elicits only judgment, and no 
production data of the tested speech act.  
The reason I chose to adopt this method for the experiment is that, as will be discussed in 
detail in section 3.1, I attempted to look for main-clause omission constraints and therefore was 
looking to elicit acceptability judgment of utterances with main-clause omission among Japanese 
speakers, Hebrew speakers, and Hebrew speakers learning Japanese. Through participants’ 
judgments, I intend to reveal whether the speech act of Mitigation triggers main-clause omission 
or not, and acceptability ratings are the most suitable method to ascertain omission constraints.20 
	  
2.2.2. Mitigation and Refusal 
According to Caffi (2007), Mitigation first appeared in pragmatic research in the late 
1970s. Caffi explains that the concept of Mitigation is often conflated with politeness. In studies 
about politeness, Mitigation is often viewed as “the set of strategies speakers use to attenuate the 
impact of what Brown and Levinson (1987) call face-threatening acts (FTA).”21 (as cited in Caffi, 
2007, p. 48). According to Haugh (2008), Mitigation “decreases the illocutionary strength22 of 
utterances and/or discourse” (p. 432). For the sake of this dissertation’s experiment, since 
Mitigation is used in the stimuli only in specific utterances with the connective particle ‘but’ (ga 
in Japanese and aval in Hebrew), in which the main clause contains the speech act of Refusal and 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
	  
20 Even though it would be interesting to elicit production as well, doing so is beyond the scope of this dissertation. 
21	  FTA is defined by Brown and Levinson (1987) as follows: “certain kinds of acts intrinsically threaten face, 
namely those acts that by their nature run contrary to the face wants of the addressee and/or of the speaker” (p. 65). 
Face-threatening speech acts are, for example, Refusal, criticism, complaints, and requests.  	  








the subordinate clause contains a Mitigation of this Refusal, I will refer to Mitigation as “the 
speaker’s intention to soften the direct (uncomfortable) statement she/he makes.”  
 The speech act of Refusal was defined by Chen, ye, and Zhang (1995) as a speech act by 
which the speaker “denies to engage in an action proposed by the interlocutor” (p. 121). 
According to Gass and Houck (1999), Refusal is one of the only speech acts that is not initiated 
by the speaker, but rather appears as a response to other speech acts, such as Suggestion, Offer, 
Invitation, and Request. Refusal is clearly considered as a face-threatening speech act, and thus, 
various studies correlate the speech act of Refusal with the speech act of Mitigation. Gass and 
Houck (1999) claim that Refusals usually involve “not only negotiation of a satisfactory outcome, 
but face-saving maneuvers to accommodate the noncompliant nature of the act” (p. 2). Gass 
(1996) says: “In some cultures to refuse an offer of something may necessitate much “hedging” 
or “beating around the bush” before an actual refusal might be made” (p. 1). Kawate-
Mierzejewska (2002) claims that when people use the speech act of Refusal, most of them, and 
no matter what culture they are from, tend to do two things at the same time: First, they are 
trying to maintain their positive relationship with the interlocutor. Secondly, they are trying to 
get the interlocutor to accept their act of Refusal. According to her, Refusal is a FTA and as such, 
when it is used, it usually requires both the speaker and the interlocutor to employ the right 
communication strategies and communication devices that would be considered appropriate. 
These devices require sociocultural and pragmalinguistic23 knowledge of the society to which 
they belong. Scholars such as Brown and Levinson (1987) state that violating social norms, 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
	  








threatening other’s face, embarrassing the interlocutor, etc., are negative feelings that people in 
general tend to avoid.   
Studies about Japanese speakers’ behavior around Refusal (Kawate-Mierzejewska, 2002; 
Kanemoto, 1993; Taguchi, 2009;	  Sameshima, 1998; Shimura, 1993, 1998) claim that indirect 
Refusal in Japanese is very common. Kawate-Mierzejewska (2002) writes that Japanese speakers 
avoid making clear Refusals, and in many cases prefer to use indirect strategies since Refusal is a 
speech act that can “break up and/or hurt personal relationships” (p. 33). In a study conducted by 
Kumai (1992, 1993), it was found that in Japanese, speakers tend to mitigate refusals with 
incomplete expressions, such as chotto…([it’s] a little…) 
Unlike Refusal in Japanese, the use of Refusal in Hebrew is described as blunt and direct. 
Blum-Kulka (1982) states the following regarding Refusal in Hebrew: “Refusal is often 
expressed in Israel by a curt ‘No’; the same lo (‘no’) can be also heard as a response to requests 
phrases for information (“Do you have such and such?”) in shops, hotels, and restaurants, a habit 
that probably contributes to the popular view about Israelis’ “lack of politeness” (pp. 30-31).  
This behavior in Hebrew lines up with the description in 2.1.2, which shows that Israelis 
speak to each other in a direct way. In the case of Hebrew, therefore, it seems that Hebrew 
speakers are less concerned with FTA/maintaining face in general to the same degree as Japanese 
people, or as speakers of many other languages in the world. Therefore, one might think that 
statements such as the following made by Kawate-Mierzejewska (2002)—that when people use 
the speech act of Refusal, most of them, and no matter what culture they are from, tend to do two 
things at the same time: First, they are trying to maintain their positive relationship with the 
interlocutor. Secondly, they are trying to get the interlocutor to accept their act of Refusal—are 








in Wiezbika’s language-specific formulas regarding directness (   Table 2)—one can also argue 
that Hebrew speakers do maintain face when using direct refusal; they just do so in accordance 
with their language and culture-specific priorities of behavior. 
 In general, in the literature, Mitigation and Refusal are two speech acts that are very 
commonly combined, due to the nature of the speech act of Refusal as a FTA. Thus, in the 
current study, I use Refusal as an example of a speech act that—when appearing in the main 
clause of an utterance with the CONP particle ‘but’—requires, or at least is known in the 
literature as, a speech act that works very naturally with Mitigation in the subordinate clause ([I 
would like to go] (=+Mitigation), but [I can’t] (=Refusal)). As an antitheses for Refusal in the 
main clause that goes with [+Mitigation] in its subordinate clause, I chose to use the example of 
the speech act of Praise in the main clause—even though it might be slightly different from 
culture to culture24—as an example for a speech act that attracts [-Mitigation] in its subordinate 
clause when appearing in an utterance with ‘but’ ([I know it was tough] (=-Mitigation), but [you 






	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
	  
24 Some cultures may not favor compliments (or praise) because the person being praised is expected to maintain 
modesty. Even though, in some cultures, Praise could need some degree of mitigation, Refusal is still a more 
dominant speech act in its need for mitigation. Being conscious about cultural subtlety, in this experiment I use 
Refusal as an example of [+mitigation], while praise, even though it might be slightly different from culture to 









2.3. Interlanguage Pragmatics and Pragmatic Competence 
According to Kasper and Blum-Kulka (1993), pragmatics is defined as “the study of 
peoples’ comprehension and production of linguistic action in context” (p. 3), and interlanguage 
pragmatics—which is a sub-category of pragmatics—as “the study of nonnative speakers’ use 
and acquisition of linguistic action patterns in a second language (L2)” (p. 3). 
Pragmatic competence is defined as “the ability to use language appropriately in social context.” 
(Taguchi, 2009, p.1)  
The subfield of interlanguage pragmatics and the element of pragmatic competence are 
receiving a growing amount of attention in the field of second language acquisition.  
According to Taguchi (2009), there are three main questions that studies about pragmatic 
competence are concerned with: “what does it mean to become pragmatic competent in a second 
language (L2)? How can we examine pragmatic competence to make inferences of its 
development among L2 learners? In what ways do research findings inform teaching and 
assessment of pragmatic competence?” (Taguchi, 2009, p. 1.) Taguchi explains that being 
pragmatic competent requires the knowledge of two elements: First, pragmalinguistics, or “the 
linguistic resources available to perform pragmatic functions,” and second, sociopragmatics, 
which is “the appropriateness of the linguistic resources in a given cultural context” (p. 1). In 
other words, if/when, for example, a Hebrew speaker is learning Japanese as an L2 and wants to 
make a Refusal, she/he would need, at a fundamental level, to know the pragmalinguistics, 
meaning the necessary linguistic forms for refusal, such as the grammar and vocabulary, in order 
to refuse. Additionally, though, she/he would also need to know the sociopramatics, such as the 








Taguchi claims that for L2 proficiency, both the pragmalinguistics and the sociopragmatics 
elements, as well as the ability to use knowledge from both elements in order to interpret 
speaker’s intentions, are essential and indispensable. Thus, studies in the field urge for 
incorporation of both pragmalinguistics and sociopragmatics in language teaching25 (Taguchi, 
2009; Wierzbica, 1991; Kawate-Mierzejewska, 2002), especially for learners whose experience 
in the classroom is the only one they have, and accordingly the one that shapes much of their 
pragmatic learning. If these learners study the target language in their home-country environment 
only, they do not have many opportunities to observe native speakers actually use these 
pragmatic patterns in real situations. 
 An important term in the field of interlanguage pragmatics is “pragmatic transfer,” 
defined by Beebe, Takahashi, and Uliss-Weltz (1990) as what happens when the L1’s cultural 
norms are imposed on the L2, in both production and comprehension. Furthermore, Kawate-
Mierzejewska (2002) writes specifically about the high possibility for the occurrence of 
pragmatic transfer by nonnative speakers of Japanese, in Japanese speech acts that are FTA. She 
explains that nonnative speakers might fail to fully grasp the appropriate usage of FTA in 
Japanese, mainly because: “(a), they are unfamiliar with sociocultural and pragmalinguistic 
knowledge in the target language,” and (b), they transfer sociocultural and pragmalinguistic 
knowledge from their own speech community” (p. 7). 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
	  
25 Yoshimi (2001) conducted an experiment in order to reveal whether explicit teaching of how to use the 
interactional markers n desu, n desu kedo, and n desu ne help improving students’ proficiency in these topics. She 
found out that there was a distinct improvement of students in these pragmatic elements when they were explicitly 









As mentioned in the introduction of this dissertation (section 1.2), importantly and 
interestingly, some empirical data regarding main-clause omission have been found through four 
interlanguage pragmatic studies about pragmatic transfer in Refusals26. First, Ikoma and Shimura 
(1993) conducted an experiment with 30 participants (10 native Japanese speakers, 10 American 
nonnative speakers of Japanese, and 10 monolingual American English speakers). Using the 
DCT method, their attempt was to reveal whether pragmatic transfer exists or not in the Japanese 
learners’ Refusals. Among their findings, one was that the Japanese subjects showed a tendency, 
to employ incomplete utterances when making refusals in higher-status interactions, while 
neither American group did. 
A second study is one conducted by using the data from the Ikoma and Shimura (1993) 
study: Shimura (1993) revisited the subject of incomplete utterances and expressions, and 
investigated how often incomplete expressions were used, for what purpose, and what type of 
syntactic forms were used in Refusals among the same three language groups (Japanese, 
American, and American L2 learners of Japanese). He found out that, in general, when refusing 
in Japanese, the Japanese subjects used incomplete utterances twice as frequently as the 
American subjects did. He also found out that when making excuses, the Americans L2 learners 
employed a noticeable amount of incomplete utterances. Moreover, when employing incomplete 
utterances with excuses, both groups placed the incompletion of utterances “at the end of 
utterances of certain turns” (Kawate-Mierzejewska, 2002, p. 50). Moreover, he found out that the 
Americans L2 learners employed a limited variety of incomplete utterances in Japanese, while 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
	  
26 The source of these studies in Japanese are not currently available, and the only obtainable source that mentioned 
these studies is Kawate-Mierzejewska’s dissertation (2002). Since, as far as is known, these studies are the only 
studies that reported empirical data regarding main-clause omission, a close look at and an analysis of the original 








the Japanese subjects employed a rich variety. However, as mentioned in the first study, in 
interactions with people of higher status, the Japanese subjects were the only ones to make use of 
incomplete utterances.  
 Shimura (1998) further analyzed the Shimura (1993) data, and looked closely at all of the 
incomplete expressions produced by participants, in order to understand better how they are used. 
He found out that the native Japanese group often used a te-form27 of a verb, or ended their 
utterances with the CONP node/kara (‘since’/’because’) indicating reason of refusal, or with an 
excuse or an explanation, leaving out the main clause with the explicit Refusal. The American 
L2 learners, on the other hand, did use CONP node/kara (‘since’/’because’) at the end of 
utterances, but not even once employed the te-form of a verb as an incomplete-utterance strategy 
of Refusal. Shimura (1998) concluded that there are more differences than similarities between 
the Japanese and the American learners in incomplete utterance usage, and that this is due to the 
transfer of L1 English norms (sociopragmatics), in their choices of linguistic resources 
(pragmalinguistics) when Refusing. 
 Lastly, an additional important study mentioned in Kawate-Mierzejewska (2002), which 
discovered findings about the use of incomplete utterances when employing the speech act of 
Refusal, is a study conducted by Sameshima (1998). In this study, Sameshima asked 232 
Taiwanese who are Japanese language learners to fill out a DCT in both Japanese and Chinese, 
on the speech acts of Request, Refusal, and Apology. Her goal was to investigate the behavior 
around these speech acts among Taiwanese L2 Japanese speakers at different proficiency levels. 
She found out that upper-beginners and lower-intermediate-level learners employed more direct 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
	  








excuses, such as ikimasen (literally ‘I won’t go’), and tesuto ga arimasu (‘I have an exam’), 
while the upper-intermediate-level learners employed incomplete expressions such as node/kara 
(‘since’/’because’), te28, and kedo/ga (‘although’/’but’)29.  
 
2.4. Learnability of L2 pragmatics 
In the field of learnability within second-language pragmatics, which started in the 1980s, 
researchers study pedagogical interventions and their effect on pragmatic learnability. The two 
main kinds of interventions that are discussed are explicit verses implicit ones. According to 
Takahashi (2010), explicit intervention refers to “any intervention that includes the provision of 
metapragmatic information,” while implicit intervention refers to “an intervention in which the 
reliance on such information is not evident in any form” (p. 391). 
One of the main findings in the field is that the most helpful intervention for L2 learners 
is an explicit one. However, researchers such as Martinez-Flor (2006) show that implicit 
interventions might be as effective as explicit ones. According to Takahashi (2010), robustness 
of explicit and/or implicit interventions is a crucial factor in pragmatic learnability. 
Since it is assumed that only advanced L2 learners are able to understand pragmatic 
assessment tasks, most of the studies in the field choose to test pragmatic learnability on 
advanced learners. Kasper (1996) suggests that the acquisition of L2 pragmatics may not be 
possible among L2 learners at beginner levels, because of their incomplete/partially-developed 
grammatical competence. However, researchers such as Tateyama (2001) demonstrated that at 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
	  
28 See example (37) for multiple interpretations of te. 
29 This is the only controlled study that had specific findings about the kind of utterances examined in this 








least pragmatic routines can be acquired at beginner levels. Moreover, Safont (2003) confirmed 
that certain pragmatic features, such as the speech act of request, under specific pedagogical 
interventions, can be acquired at the beginning levels. 	  
In general, learnability of the target language’s pragmatic features depends on “the types 
of target features (House, 1996), the types of assessment measures (Yoshimi, 2001), and the 
method of data analysis (Olshtain & Cohen, 1990)” (as cited in Takahashi, 2010). 
 As far as is known, there are no studies regarding either explicit or implicit pedagogical 
intervention in the topic of main-clause omission in Japanese. Moreover, as shown in Appendix 
3, the CONP ga appears in textbooks but only in dialogues, with no metapragmatic information 
explained explicitly.30 Thus, based on the above information, one can conclude that, in general, 
main-clause omission with the CONP ga is not taught explicitly. Because of that fact, it is 
especially important to examine whether main-clause omission is learnable by adults. In this 
dissertation, as will be discussed in chapter 3 (specifically in sections 3.1, 3.2, 3.5.5, and 3.7.3), 
the learnability of main-clause omission in Japanese by Hebrew speakers is examined. 
Additionally, based on the assumption in the literature that only advanced L2 learners are able to 
understand pragmatic assessment tasks, and in order to investigate whether main-clause omission 
is acquirable in the highest level, the most advanced L2 learners in Israel (see section 3.3.1) were 
chosen as subjects. The study in this dissertation is a robust test for the learnability of the 
pragmalinguistics and of the sociopragmatics of main-clause omission in Japanese, because it 
examines pragmatic transfer from Hebrew, one of the most low-context languages in the world, 
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to Japanese, one of the most high-context language in the world. Given the extreme differences 
in communication	  styles, and the lack of targeted explicit or implicit instruction on the use of 










3. CHAPTER 3: EXPERIMENT 
3.1. Research Questions 
In this dissertation, I adopt the speech act of Mitigation—which is one of the four 
pragmatic effects that were argued in the literature (see section 1.3.1) to arise due to main-clause 
omission in utterances with the CONP particle ga (‘but’)—with an attempt to reveal, through an 
utterance-intuitive-judgment-acceptability ratings31 experiment, whether Mitigation32 is indeed 
an element that triggers main-clause omission in Japanese or not.   
  In order to further study the existing corpus analysis ethnographic and observational 
research on main-clause omission (Ohori, 1995, 1997; Haugh, 2008; Iguchi, 1998; Fukushima, 
2005; Okamoto, 1985; H. Tanaka, 1999, 2004; Hinds, 1978; Maynard, 1989; Yoneha, 2003; 
Mori, 1999; Okamoto, 1985; Usami, 2002), I chose to conduct a controlled experiment. This 
utterance-acceptability ratings-experiment’s purpose was to learn whether JNS indeed permit the 
omission of the main clause after the particle ga (‘but’) in Japanese, and if so, what constraints 
there are on omission. Additionally, I conducted the same experiment in Hebrew, in order to 
discover whether main-clause omission is tolerated in Hebrew, and to what degree. The reason I 
chose to compare the Japanese with Hebrew—two languages that, as far as is known, were never 
directly compared in a controlled experiment before— is rooted in the extant literature about the 
nature of these languages. As discussed in section 2.1, Japanese is considered to be a high-
context language, with high rates of “indirect speech,” and a language that favors omissions of 
all kinds. Hebrew, on the other hand, is known to be a low-context language, is known for its 
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“Dugri talk” (Katriel, 1999, and see 2.1.2) and is considered to be one of the most “direct” 
languages (Katriel, 1999; Blum-Kulka, Danet, and Gherson, 1985; Blum-Kulka, 1982). Given 
that Hebrew and Japanese are considered to be at opposite ends of the scale, at least with regard 
to pragmatic discourse strategies, a more controlled quantitative experiment, akin to the 
controlled experiments in the field of interlanguage pragmatics, conducted by Blum-Kulka, 1982; 
Olshtain & Blum-Kulka, 1985; Taguchi, 2009; Kawate-Mierzejewska (2009), Kasper & Blum-
Kulka, 1993, and their colleagues, would confirm or contradict what has until now only been 
attested ethnographically or observationally.  
Lastly, based on the results from the comparison between Japanese native speakers (JNS) 
and Hebrew native speakers (HNS) on main-clause omission after the concessive particle ‘but’ 
(ga in Japanese and aval in Hebrew), I attempt to investigate the learnability of JNS’ behavior 
around main-clause omission by HNS who are advanced Japanese language learners (HNS-JLL). 
Thus, my first two questions are: 
Question 1:  
 Is main-clause omission, such as: [[clause A ga (‘but’)], [clause B]] an acceptable pragmatic 
strategy in Japanese? If so, then to what degree? 
 
Question 2:  
Do HNS use main-clause omission in a different way as JNS? Given the same context, would the 
JNS’ and the HNS’ utterance acceptability scores be significantly different? 
 As discussed above, if the results of the first and second questions show that JNS indeed 
permit the omission of the main clause after the particle ga (‘but’) significantly more that HNS, 








is that Mitigation, which I define as: “the speaker’s intention to soften the direct (uncomfortable) 
statement he/she makes,” is one of the main elements that trigger main-clause omission in 
Japanese. In (50)a , for example, clause A is a Mitigation of a Refusal and clause B is the actual 
Refusal. (50)b  is the same utterance though with the main clause omitted. 
(50)  
a. Clause A (Subbordinate clause)                       Clause B (Main clause) 
  Mitigation ga (‘but’)                                    Refusal       
  jikkai        wa      ikitain      desu  ga,           kyoo  wa    ikenain       desu 
             next.time  TOP     go.want   COP  but             today TOP  go.POT.NEG  COP     
 
 ‘Next time I would love to go, but today I cannot (go)’ 
b. Clause A (Subbordinate clause)                       
            Mitigation ga (‘but’)                                 
        jikkai        wa      ikitain     desu   ga…           
              next.time  TOP     go.want  COP     but  
   
           ‘Next time I would love to go, but…’ 
 
I investigate whether (50)a type of utterances will allow main-clause omission ((50)b), 
leaving the Mitigation as the only explicitly expressed clause.  
Mitigation in clauses with a concessive particle such as ‘but’ usually appears in utterances in 
which the main clause is a face-threatening speech act (See section 2.2.2), such as Refusal, 
Criticism, etc. On the other hand, in utterances such as (51)a, in which the speech act the speaker 
is trying to convey is Praise, there is no need for Mitigation since the speech act itself is not a 
face-threatening speech act.33. Thus, in utterances such as (51)a, the first clause does not involve 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
	  








Mitigation but rather serves as some kind of background to the Praise, and therefore, I call it here 
“background speech act”, and not “Mitigation speech act”.  
(51)  
a.  Clause A (Subbordinate clause)           Clause B (Main clause) 
            Background ga (‘but’)                                          Praise                                                                                                       
             taihen data  to       omoimasu  ga,        hontooni  yoku   dekimashita 
                  tough  was  QM      think          but        really       well    can.do.PAST 
                 ‘I think it was tough, but you did really well’ 
          
In my experiment, I used Praise utterances with the concessive particle ga (‘but’) as full 
utterances ((51)a), and as utterances with main-clause omission ((51)b) in order to examine how 
JNS will judge main-clause omission in utterances which do not require a Mitigating speech act 
in their subordinate clause.  
b.   Clause A (Subbordinate clause)                                                                               
     
            Background ga (‘but’)                          
            taihen   data    to      omoimasu ga               
                  tough    was     QM     think         but      
 
                 ‘I think it was tough, but...’ 
 
 
 My third main research question thus is: 
 
Question 3:  
Is omission more acceptable in the speech act of Refusal than in the speech act of Praise? 









  Lastly, assuming the data for questions one, two, and three would show that Japanese and 
Hebrew act differently around main-clause omission in utterances with the concessive particle 
ga/aval (‘but’), in Japanese and Hebrew respectively, I raised a fourth question in an attempt to 
investigate if the JNS’ behavior around main-clause omission is learnable by advanced-
proficiency Hebrew native speakers who are Japanese language learners (HNS-JLL). I chose to 
study HNS with the most advanced proficiency level in Japanese in order to investigate whether 
it is possible in the limit for an L2 learner to overcome the pragmatic strategies of her/his native 
language, and fully adopt those of the target language. 
 
Question 4:  
Given a contrast in main-clause omission acceptability between JNS and HNS, will HNS-JLL 
accept omission in Praise and in Refusal to the same degree as JNS, or will the JNS and the 
HNS-JLL’s utterance acceptability score be significantly different? Finally, are main-clause 
omission and the role of Mitigation learnable by HNS?  
 
3.2. Predictions 
Given the observations established by the literature on the use of pragmatic strategies in 
Japanese (Taguchi, 2009; Kawate-Mierzejewska, 2002) and Hebrew (Blum-Kulka, 1982); 
Kasper & Blum-Kulka, 1993), my predictions for each one of the research questions results are 
below: 
 (Question 1: Is main-clause omission, such as: [[clause A ga ‘but’)], [clause B] ] an 








judge utterances with main-clause omission across situations (for both Refusal and Praise) as 
acceptable. I have several reasons for my prediction. 
1. Japanese is a language that favors omissions in general (see section 1.2.1). 
2. Main-clause omission forces the hearer to rely on the context in which an utterance is 
made, rather than on the words contained in the utterance. Since Japanese is considered to 
be one of the most high-context languages in the world (see section 2.1.1), I predicted it 
will be permissive of such “incomplete” utterances. 
3. Even though there has not been empirical research on the omission of the main clause 
after the concessive particle ga (‘but’), studies in the literature do recognize a JNS 
tendency towards omission after connective particles such as ga (‘but’) and kara 
(‘since’/‘because’) (see section 1.2.6.) These studies suggest that JNS use this structure 
mainly as Mitigation and Politeness strategies. 
 
  (Question 2: Do HNS use main-clause omission in a different way from JNS? Given the 
same context, would the JNS’ and the HNS’ utterance acceptability score be significantly 
different?) I predicted that HNS’ ratings of omissions would be significantly lower than JNS’s 
ratings of omission. The reasons for my predictions are: 
1. Hebrew is discussed in the literature as a low-context language. As such, the hearer in 
Hebrew relies heavily on the explicit utterances of the speaker rather than on context (see 
2.1.1); therefore, I predicted that HNS will not be permissive of main-clause omission in 
Hebrew, especially relative to Japanese. 
2. HNS are known for using “Dugri talk.” The Dugri register of speech encourages the 








“Dugri is used in order to emphasize that speakers should not fear to say what's on their 
minds, and that people can talk frankly with each other even if it means that they have to 
stand against the others.” (Also see section 2.1.2) Thus, I predicted that a language such 
as Hebrew will not be accepting of main-clause omission, and if it is, I did not predict it 
will be used as “Mitigation” or “politeness” strategies. 
(Question 3: Is omission more acceptable in the speech act of Refusal than in the speech 
act of Praise? Given the same context, does Mitigation play a crucial role in JNS’s acceptability 
of omission?) I expected it in Refusal more than in Praise. I hypothesized that the discourse 
pragmatic motivation to omit the main clause in Refusal makes sense because it is a face-
threatening speech act. It also makes sense because it goes very naturally with Mitigation (see 
Section 2.2.2) in utterances with the CONP ga (‘but’). On the other hand, when praising 
someone, the praising action is not a face-threatening act and therefore does not require 
Mitigation; Praise is an antithesis to Refusal. It is a speech act that the speaker might prefer to 
express directly, and will accordingly not have a motivation to omit34.  
 
 (Question 4: Given a contrast in main-clause omission acceptability between JNS and 
HNS, will HNS-JLL accept omission in Praise and in Refusal to the same degree as JNS, or 
would the JNS and the HNS-JLL’s utterance acceptability scores be significantly different? 
Finally, are main-clause omission and the role of Mitigation learnable by HNS?) I predicted, 
assuming a significant difference between JNS and HNS in their behavior around main-clause 
omission, that the HNS-JLL will show negative pragmatic transfer, and will not be able to 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
	  








acquire the JNS pragmatic strategy of using main-clause omission. Therefore, I initially 
predicted that this pragmatic structure in Japanese would not be learnable by HNS since it is not 




The aim of this experiment was (1), to elicit intuitive judgment regarding the allowance 
of main-clause omission in natural, conversational Japanese; (2), to compare it to the intuitive 
judgment of HNS; (3), to investigate the constraints of main-clause omission among JNS; and 
(4), to investigate learnability of main-clause omission in Japanese by Hebrew speakers. To that 
end, three groups of subjects were recruited: (1), Japanese Native Speakers (JNS), (2), Hebrew 
Native Speakers (HNS), and (3), Hebrew Native Speakers/Japanese Language Learners (HNS-
JLL). Each group included 20 participants. The recruitment process and the specific 
characteristics of each group are as follows:  
The JNS group included 20 native Japanese speakers living in or visiting the United 
States. Their age was restricted to 21 and up, and to people who had completed at least their high 
school education in Japan35. Participants were recruited via fliers, in both English and Japanese, 
posted at the Graduate Center and Hunter College of the City University of New York, and 
posted online in Japanese on a popular website for Japanese people in New York (called “New 
York Joohoo & Keijiban-Info-Fresh”). They were compensated for their time with $15. The flyer 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
	  
35 See the discussion section (section 3.7.1 for the effect of language in contact (the wide age range and 








wording was intentionally vague so as to avoid any possible priming effects, as follows: “Your 
participation will help us understand how Japanese speakers use their language.” 
 The HNS group included 20 monolingual Hebrew speakers, residing in Israel. Like the 
JNS group, age was restricted to 21 and up. The Snowball sampling technique36 was used for 
recruitment.  
 For the HNS-JLL group, in order to check most efficiently for learnability, I recruited 20 
native Hebrew speakers who were living in Israel, and had reached a high proficiency level in 
Japanese; most of the participants had passed at least the second level of the official Japanese 
Language Proficiency Test (JLPT), which is the second-highest level (the highest level is 1). 
Participants who had not taken the JLPT were participants who had lived in Japan for many 
years, or participants who work daily with Japanese speakers (as tour guides, translators, etc.)  
 The recruiting method for the HNS-JLL group was conducted by several means: First, an 
e-mail promoting the project was sent through the Japanese Embassy in Israel to all Israelis who 
had received scholarships from the Japanese Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science, and 
Technology (MEXT), and who had completed their studies in Japan under these scholarships. 
Second, the Chair of the East Asian Department in Haifa University posted a recruitment flyer in 
the monthly booklet of the Israeli Association for Japanese Studies. In addition, a Facebook 
message about the project was sent in an Israeli Japanese speakers’ Facebook group, and a final 
technique was to have the project promoted by the Hebrew University’s East Asia Department 
chair, who also advised the researcher on which students fit the requirements. 
 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
	  








3.3.2. Experimental Design:  
In general, this experiment adopted in part an acceptability ratings method, described in 
section 2.2.1. This method asks subjects for their judgments as to how appropriate certain 
responses are for a given situation (Olshtain & Blum-Kulka, 1985).  
However, in order to emphasize the fact that this experiment investigates how natural the 
sentences sound in conversation rather than how grammatical they are, the situations and the 
sentences of the experiments were presented through audio recordings, so they could be heard 
instead of read. The recordings for the different groups were recorded at the Graduate Center 
using Sound Forge, a digital audio editing studio. The voices were recorded at a 44,100HZ 
sampling rate, using a soundproof microphone. The speakers whose voice was recorded provided 
three tokens of each situation and each utterance (e.g., “I would like to go, but I can’t” three 
different times). After being recorded, the stimuli were separated and titled by situation and 
utterance type, using Praat. Then, the clearest tokens from each of the three situation/utterance 
pairs were selected for use in the experiment. For post-processing, we normalized the sound, 
amplified to -26.00 dB, and filtered out excess noise using Audacity.  
 The voice for the JNS experiment was a 60-year-old female native Japanese speaker and 
professor of Japanese language at Hunter College. A 42-year-old female native speaker provided 
the voice for the Hebrew stimuli. For the Hebrew experiment, the content of the recorded 
material (the situations and the utterances) was the same as the Japanese, translated into Hebrew. 
The only difference between the Japanese and Hebrew recordings was the names of the people in 
the situations: Japanese names in the Japanese experiments, and Hebrew names in the Hebrew. 
The recordings for the HNS-JLL experiment were the same as the JNS experiment, and played at 










The participants first listened to a situation that provides the background information that 
is needed to understand the speaker’s intention (or speech act) behind the upcoming utterance. 
Each situation was repeated twice, but each utterance was played only once. While the 
participants listened to the situation and the utterance, they saw slides on the screen saying, in 
Japanese (for the JNS) or in Hebrew (for the HNS and HNS-JLL), “situation” and “utterance” 
respectively. In (52) for example, the situation (in Hebrew) tells us that the speaker, when 
uttering (52)a, is trying to refuse a request of the interlocutor. The Japanese version of the 
situation is the translation of the same situation except for the name (not Adam but Suzuki-san):  
(52) Adam   mazmin et       Eitan   le   mesiba   beveito,          shetearech       haerev. 
Adam   invite    OM     Eitan   to   party      at.his.house    that.held.FT     this.evening 
 
Eitan menase         lesarev.         Be eizo     mida     ha    amira        habaa  
Eitan try.M.PRT   to. Refuse     in  what   degree   the   utterance   (the).next 
 
nishmaat  tiv’it? 
Sound.F   natural 
 ‘Adam invites Eitan to a party in his house, which will be held tonight. Eitan is trying to  
  refuse. To what degree is the following utterance natural?’ 
 
a.   behizdamnut     acheret   esmach     (lalechet)  aval… 
  in.opportunity   other      happy.FT  (to.go)      but    
  ‘In another opportunity I would be happy to (go), but…’  
 
After the participants listened to the situation and the utterance, a slide popped up, saying in 














Figure 4 Experiment’s slide with rating scale 
 
The experiments were divided into a training session and a test session. In the training 
session, the participants listened to three situation-utterance pairs. All three pairs of the training 
session were fillers only. Besides the fact that the situation described as a speech act as can be 
seen in (53) (translated into English) and (53)a (which expressed the speech act of gratitude), 
there was no connection between the utterances and the experiment’s goal.    
(53) Tsurubayashi is opening Yamaguchi's gift. Does it sound natural to say the following 
sentence in order to express gratitude? 
 
a.   hotooni   sumimasen      
  really       sorry 
 ‘I am really sorry.’  
 
The test session had the same design as the training session: One situation played twice, a 
short pause, and one utterance played once, followed by the rating scale. 
How natural does the utterance sound in the situation you heard? 
Press the most suitable number (1/2/3/4/5) from the following scale 
on the keyboard:  
People would say this: 
            1                    2                3               4               5 
 Definitely NOT                       maybe                  definitely YES        
 









 The situations were divided according to the speaker’s intention in uttering them. The 
main goal for this experiment was to compare Refusal (which requires Mitigation), with Praise 
(in which case Mitigation is not needed). Therefore, the test’s stimuli consisted of three Refusal 
situations (followed by one full utterance and one utterance with an omitted main clause for each 
situation, for a total of six Refusal-utterance pairs) and three Praise situations (followed by one 
full utterance and one utterance with an omitted main clause for each situation, for a total of six 
Praise-utterance pairs). An example of a Refusal situation (from the Hebrew experiment) is 
demonstrated in (54): 
(54)  Nesi             moadon   sratim    mevakesh     michaverim    bamoadon   laasot      
         President     club         media     ask.M.PRT     from.friends   in.club         to.do          
 
         proyect        bezugot.      Vered    shoelet     et      Talia  im  hi   hayta            
         project         in.pairs.      Vered    ask.PRT   OM   Talia   if   she would.have 
  
         rotsa   lihiyot  bat.zug    shela   laproyect.  Talia  Rotsa   lesarev.   haim  ze       
         want    to.be    pair         of.her  for.project. Talia  wants   to.refuse  is       it 
 
         tiv’i         lesarev       beemtsaut    hamishpat      haba? 
         natural    to.refuse     through        the.sentence   (the)come 
     
        ‘The head of the media club is asking members to do a project in pairs. Vered is asking  
         Talia   whether she would like to pair up with her for the project. Talia is trying to refuse. Is  
         it natural to refuse using the following utterance?’ 
 
An example for a Praise situation from the Japanese experiment, translated into English, is 
shown below, in (55). 
(55) ‘David volunteered to paint the walls of a school’s library since it got dirty. He went above 
and beyond the volunteer members’ expectation and did a remarkable job choosing the right 
colors and creating a special atmosphere. Henry wants to praise him. Does the following 








Finally, I included seven fillers, intended to keep subjects unaware of what they were being 
tested for, but fillers that might also prove to be useful for future research37. In total, I had 28 
filler situation-utterance pairs. English translations of two filler examples are shown below, in 
(56) (an “Apology” speech act) and (57) (a “Correction” speech act): 
 
(56) Fukui accidentally spilled wine on the rug when visiting Nakayama’s house. As an apology, 
does the following utterance sound natural? 
 
(57) Yuki is entering a classroom in order to ask the students who are sitting there whether she 
can borrow a pen from the drawer. The students tell her to go ahead. Yuki accidentally 
grabs an eraser that looks like a pen, instead of a pen. One of the students tries to let her 
know she made a mistake. Does the following correction sound natural? 
 







    Suzuki invites Yamada to a party in his house, which will be held tonight.  
    B is trying to refuse. To what degree is the following utterance natural? 
 
   Utterances 
 
 
a. hontoo wa  Ikitai     desu  ga,    ikenai          desu         
             really   TOP go.want COP   but   go.POT.NEG    COP 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
	  
37 For example, I had a filler with the speech act of Correction, which included Mitigation, like Refusal, 
and a filler with the speech act of Encouragement, which does not require Mitigation, like Praise. 
38 While (58)0-d were initially all presented to the participants as stimuli, after the analysis I decided to 
discuss the results of (58)0 and (58)b only. The latter two are the same utterances with the main and 
subordinate clauses switched. Utterances such as (58)c and (58)d are discussed in the literature as 
legitimate utterances in Japanese (see example (20) section 1.3.1), and therefore I first included them in 
the experiment. However, they received a low score of acceptance by JNS, so I decided to exclude them 








           ‘I actually would like to go, but I cannot (go)’ 
 
b. hontoo wa  Ikitai       desu  ga.                                            
             really   TOP go.want   COP   but     
            ‘I actually would like to go, but…’    
 
c. ikenai         desu   ga,    hontoo wa         ikitai       desu 
        go.POT.NEG  COP    but    really   TOP        go.want   COP 
      ‘Today I cannot go, but I actually would like to (go)’ 
 
d. ikenai          desu   ga.     
      go.POT.NEG    COP    but                                   
    ‘Today I cannot go, but...’         
 
 
To summarize, the total number of situations was 13 (six experimental items, and seven 
fillers). Each experimental and filler situation was attached to four different utterances and 
therefore repeated four separate times during the test session. Therefore, during the test session, 








  	  






13 situations (types) 
4 utterances for each situation type 
________________________________________ 









For the stimuli, two utterances were presented with each situation: One utterance, as in 
(59)a, was a full utterance, with two clauses; the first clause included what I called 
“background39,” and the second clause included the “speech act.” The other utterance, as in (59)b, 
was the same utterance as the first one, with its second clause—the “speech act” clause— 
omitted.  
(59)  
a. Clause A                                                        Clause B  
Background ga (‘but’)                                  Speech act (Refusal)       
       jikkai        wa        ikitain     desu    ga,        kyoo  wa      ikenain             desu 
      next.time  TOP       go.want   COP     but        today TOP    go.POT.NEG          COP    
   
          ‘Next time I would love to go, but today I cannot (go)’ 
 
b. Clause A                                                       
          Background ga (‘but’)                                              
          jikkai        wa        ikitain     desu  ga…                
          next.time   TOP     go.want    COP   but        
         ‘Next time I would love to go, but…’ 
 
The same situation of the two utterances was repeated two times, before each utterance. The 
order of each situation-utterance pair was randomized.  
(60)  
       Situation A                                                    Situation A 
                   Utterance a                                                    Utterance b             
 (Background followed by speech act)            (Background followed by omission) 
 
 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
	  
39 I use the general term “background” in order to describe the subordinate clause of each utterance in the 
experiment. As I outlined in section 3.1., I call the “background” (the subordinate clause) of the Refusal 








3.4. Procedure   
The JNS experiment was conducted at the Graduate Center. Both the HNS and the HNS-JLL 
experiments, in contrast, were conducted on a laptop computer at the subjects’ homes or offices. 
The test was entirely administered in Japanese for the JNS experiment and in Hebrew for the 
HNS and the HNS-JLL experiments. 
Subjects first signed the IRB consent form, which was written in English (approximately two 
minutes). Next, they filled out a language background questionnaire that was given to them on 
paper (in Japanese for the JNS experiment and in Hebrew for both the HNS and the HNS-JLL 
experiments) (approximately seven minutes). The experiment itself took approximately 60 
minutes, and was followed by a post-experiment questionnaire, and a verbal comment or 
feedback session (approximately 10 minutes). Notes of the subjects’ comments were taken by the 
researcher.  
 This experiment was implemented and administered on E-prime software. The 
instructions were given through slides (in writing). All the slides in the JNS experiments 
appeared in Japanese, while all the slides in the HNS experiments appeared in Hebrew. In the 
HNS-JLL experiment, the instruction slides appeared in Hebrew, except the slides in which the 
subjects were given audio examples in Japanese: In those, the written version of the Japanese 
utterance appeared on the screen in Japanese, as shown in the bold sentence (transcribed and 





















After reading the instructions, the subjects started the training session. When the training session 
was over, they were given the time to ask questions before they started the test session. At the 




The experiment’s results consist of two parts: the main study, and the post-experiment 
questionnaire. The main study results includes full-utterance acceptance rates versus omission 
acceptance rates among both the Japanese native speakers (JNS) group and the Hebrew native 
speakers (HNS) group across situations, plus ratings for each group by situation for the two 
speech acts: Refusal and Praise. In addition, results from the Hebrew native speakers who are 
Japanese language learners (HNS-JLL) are presented and compared with the results of the JNS 
and the HNS experiments. The discussion of the main study will be presented in section 3.6 
Important note:  
You will now hear an example in Japanese: 
Pi-ta-  wa   pen   o     katte 
Peter   TOP  pen   OM  bought.and  
‘Peter bought a pen and…’    
 
Here, you should judge how natural the utterance sounds to you, based on the 
knowledge that the speaker intended to say exactly what she said and not more 
in order to convey her message. Her sentence is complete. Please consider this 









The post-experiment questionnaire results, on the other hand, are an examination of the 
participants’ comments regarding their judgments about main-clause omission in all three-
subject groups. The results and discussion of the questionnaire will follow the results and 
discussion of the main study (see sections 3.7 and 3.8). 
 
3.5.2. Results across situations (Praise and Refusal combined) 
       
                                                                         
                     
Figure 5. Omission by language across situations   Table 4. Omission by language across situations 
 
Results for Question 1:   
Is main-clause omission, such as: [[clause A ga (‘but’)], [clause B] ] an acceptable pragmatic 
strategy in Japanese? If so, then to what degree? 
As shown in Figure 5 and Table 4, JNS rated utterances with omission (M=2.58, 
SD=1.41) as significantly less natural than full utterances (M=4.18, SD=1.08), t(119)=-11.06, 
p<.001, r=.71. In addition, the rating for omission by JNS (M=2.58, SD=1.41) did not exceed 
number 3, equivalent to “maybe” on the 1–5 rating scale. If, as discussed by some researchers in 
the literature, the strategy of omission is very common in Japanese, we might have expected the 
Language Utterance Rating 




Full Utterances 4.48 
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JNS’ rate of omission acceptance to be higher. On the other hand, the results here are higher than 
what L. Tanaka (2004, p. 82), and H. Tanaka found in their corpus (28% and 12 % respectively). 
Looking at only these results might lead to the conclusion that main-clause omission is not an 
acceptable pragmatic strategy in Japanese. However, these overall results are combined for both 
speech acts, Refusal and Praise; results separated by situation, which will clarify the results 
obtained here, are shown in section 3.5.3)40.  
Results for Question 2:  
Do Hebrew Native Speakers use main-clause omission in a same or different way as Japanese 
Native Speakers? Given the same context, would the Japanese Native Speakers’ and the Hebrew 
native Speakers’ utterance acceptability scores be significantly different? 
A 2 (Japanese v. Hebrew) x 2 (omission v. non-omission) mixed ANOVA showed a 
significant main effect of pragmatic situation, F(1,38)=242.27, p<.001, η2=.41. Across both 
language groups, full utterances (M=4.33, SD=1.05) were rated as significantly more natural 
than utterances with omission (M=2.03, SD=1.30), t(457.7)=-21.27, p<.001, r=.7141.  
Within these results, a difference between the two groups was also found, in that Hebrew 
speakers rated utterances with omission (M=1.48, SD=0.90) as significantly less natural than 
Japanese speakers did (M=2.58, SD=1.41), t(201.69)=-7.20, p<.001, r=.45. 
In summary, JNS and HNS behaved similarly in that they both made a distinction 
between full utterances and omission, accepting full utterances to a significantly higher degree. 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
	  
40	  Moreover, another factor for the low score, was the significant difference in main clause allowance judgment 
among the JNS subjects: subjects who, had been in the US more than 15 years and subjects who were under 30 years 
old gave omission a much lower score than the older subjects and the newcomers ones (See detailed discussion in 
section 3.7.1) 	  








However, it is also clear that JNS accept omission significantly more than HNS. Thus, the JNS’ 
ratings for omission acceptance are not high as expected but still significantly higher than the 
HNS’ ones. 
	  
3.5.3. Results by situation 
Results for Question 3:  
Is omission more acceptable in the speech act of Refusal than in the speech act of Praise? 
Furthermore, given the same context, does Mitigation play a crucial role in JNS’s acceptability 
of omission? 
 Figure 6, Table 5 and Figure 7, Table 6, show ratings for each group for the two speech 
acts—Refusal and Praise—separately: 
 
Figure 6. Omission by JNS by situation              Table 5. Omission by JNS by situation 
 
  
Utterance Situation Rating 
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A 2 (Praise v. Refusal) x 2 (omission v. non-omission) repeated measures ANOVA for 
Japanese native speakers indicated that there was a significant main effect of situation in 
omission: Refusal utterances with omission (M=3.32, SD=1.27) were rated as significantly more 
natural than Praise utterances with omission, (M=1.83, SD=1.14) t(59)=-7.89, p<.001, r=.72. 
In other words, Figure 6 and Table 5 show that the rating for omission in the speech act 
of Refusal by JNS (M=3.32, SD=1.27) is high, and did pass the number 3 (equivalent to “maybe” 
on the 1-5 rating scale). The ratings for omission in Praise, in contrast, are very low (M=1.83, 
SD=1.14). Referring back to the results across situation (section 3.5.2), the current results 
suggest that omission in Japanese is a pragmatic strategy, though not a general one but specific 
to Refusal (as opposed to Praise).  Therefore, since Mitigation is present in Refusal and not in 
Praise, this result indicates that Mitigation plays a crucial role in JNS’ acceptability of omission. 
 
 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	    Figure 7 Omission by HNS by situation                     Table 6 Omission by HNS by situation 
 
Figure 7 and Table 6 show that the HNS’ ratings for omission were low in both Refusal and 
Praise, with no significant difference between the two. Results from a 2 (Praise v. Refusal) x 2 
(omission v. non-omission) repeated measures ANOVA for HNS show that, in general, HNS 
Utterance Situation Rating 
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rated Praise utterances (M=2.82, SD=1.78) lower than they rated Refusal utterances. These 
differences were not significant (M=3.13, SD=1.77), t(119)=-1.31, p=.19, r=.12. Also, there was 
a non-significant two-way interaction of utterance length (full utterances versus utterances with 
omission) and situation (Praise versus Refusal). 
Comparing the JNS and the HNS results by situation, we see that while both groups rated 
omission in Praise very low, JNS rated the omission in Refusal high while HNS did not. This 
indicates that the speech act of Refusal, which involves Mitigation in utterances with a 
concessive particle, triggers omission in Japanese, while in Hebrew it does not. 
 
3.5.4 Hebrew native speakers-Japanese language learners 
We now turn to results from Hebrew native speakers who are learners of Japanese (HNS-
JLL). These results pertain to research Question 4:  
Given a contrast in main-clause omission acceptability between JNS and HNS, will HNS-JLL 
accept omission in Praise and in Refusal to the same degree as JNS, or would the JNS and the 
HNS-JLL’s utterance acceptability score be significantly different? Is main-clause omission and 










        Figure 8 Omission by group by situation                    Table 7 Omission by group by situation 
 
Figure 8 and Table 7 illustrate that the HNS-JLL group pattern for utterance length (full 
utterances versus utterances with omission) and situation (Praise versus Refusal) is very similar 
to the JNS’s pattern. Results of a 2 (Japanese native speakers v. Japanese learners) x 2 (Praise v. 
Refusal) x 2 (omission v. non-omission) mixed ANOVA reveal that the three-way interaction of 
situation, utterance length, and language group was not significant, F(1,38)=1.28, p=.26, η2=.002. 
The two-way interactions of language group and situation (F(1,38)=0.002, p=.96, η2=.0008) and 
language group and utterance length (F(1,38)=0.25, p=.62, η2=.002) were also not significant. 
Praise utterances with omission (M=2.05, SD=1.13) were rated as significantly less natural than 
Refusal utterances with omission (M=3.65, SD=1.14), t(119)=-13.56, p<.001, r=.78. 
Group Utterance Situation Rating 
L2 Learners Omission Praise 2.27 
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Full Praise 4.97 
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Native Speakers Omission Praise 1.83 
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Full Praise 4.15 













The HNS-JLL behavior is the same as JNS behavior in Japanese, and different from the 
HNS behavior in Hebrew, since, as discussed in section 3.5.3, the HNS results showed no 
significant difference between omission in Praise and omission in Refusal. These results suggest 
that in general, HNS-JLL have acquired the JNS systematic behavior around main-clause 
omission after the concessive particle ga. 
Even though the general pattern itself showed no significant difference between the 
groups, the HNS-JLL group did rate the utterances in each category significantly higher than 
JNS, for both full utterances and utterances with omission. There was a significant main effect of 
group, F(1,38)=15.24, p<.001, η2=.006. Japanese language learners (M=3.96, SD=1.36) rated 
utterances as significantly more natural than Japanese native speakers (M=3.38, SD=1.49), 
t(478)=4.81, p<.001, r=.22. This result bears further discussion, and will be addressed in the 
discussion section. 
 
3.5.5. Results of clause recoverability analysis 
A final analysis to report addresses the main-clause-omitted Praise utterances in the 
experimental stimuli. Even though there were only three utterances with main-clause omission in 
Praise, in order to investigate whether the “sufficient information” Constraint I discussed in 1.3.4 
also plays a role in the experiment’ results, I conducted one more ANOVA in attempt to reveal 
whether there was any significant difference in ratings of these three Praise utterances in all 
groups (JNS, HNS, HNS-JLL). I found out that in the JNS group (see Figure 9 and Table 8 
below), utterance number 2 (‘I think it was tough, but…’ omitted clause: ‘you did very well’), 








the level of the other classmates is…’ omitted clause: ‘your English is great’), and 3 (‘Although I 
thought from the beginning that you could do it well…’ omitted clause: ‘you are really like a 
professional’). The most popular utterance ‘I think it was tough, but…’ contains a clear contrast 
relationship between the subordinate and the omitted main clause, and therefore the main clause 
is more inferable.42 You can say “despite the fact it was tough, you did very well”. The other two, 
indeed, even though their situations make them technically inferable, are harder to recover, since 
there isn’t enough of the condition for Praise expressed. In utterance 1 for example, if the 
situation weren’t given, ‘I am not sure what the level of the other classmates is’ does not 
necessarily lead to a Praise. It can also end up as the opposite: ‘your English is bad’. Utterance 2, 
however, is recoverable as a Praise independently from the situation. Also, adding “despite the 
fact” in both 1 and 3, as we did in 2 (1: “despite the fact I am not sure what the level of the other 
classmates is, your English is great.”; 3: “Despite the fact I thought from the beginning that you 
can do it well, you are really like a professional.”.) is much less natural than adding it to 2. This 
distinction is subtle, yet the JNS clearly preferred the logically more inferable one among the 
three. 
 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
	  
42	  This actually strengthen Ohori’s argument about the concessive relationship between the clauses making the 









	  Figure 9. JNS: Praise utterances with Omission                Table 8 JNS: Praise utterances with Omission 
 
 The HNS results, shown in Figure 10105 and Table 9 reveals that, unlike the JNS, 
there was no significant difference between the Praise utterances. This strengthens the claim that 
HNS disprefer omission. Saying that, in 1.4 I suggested that further investigation may reveal that 
the “sufficient information” Constraint is not a language-specific one and that it can be 
applicable to other languages as well. All omitted main-clause utterances in the stimuli for the 
controlled experiment (see appendix 1) are basically inferable because of the clear situations they 
are uttered in. However, a deeper look at the utterances themselves, without the context in which 
they are uttered, reveals that recoverability happens to be higher in Refusal than in Praise. Praise 
is not as recoverable as Refusal. As mentioned in section 2.2.2, according to Gass and Houck 
(1999), Refusal is one of the only speech acts that is not initiated by the speaker, but rather 
appears as a response to other speech acts, such as Suggestion, Offer, Invitation, and Request.  
Praise, on the other hand can come without prior linguistic context. Thus, even though this topic 


















that the reason that even in the HNS experiment results, Refusal got higher (though not 
significantly so) scores than Praise, can be explained through the recoverability differences 
between Refusal and Praise43. 
 
 
Figure 10 HNS: Praise utterances with omission            Table 9 HNS: Praise utterances with omission 
 
	  
Finally, The HNS-JLL results, shown in Figure 11 and Table 10, are interesting because 
they show this group’s tendency for over-compensation. In other words, they know that a lot is 
recoverable, so they gave all of the above Praise utterance almost the same score. This shows 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
	  
43	  HNS’ comments from the post-test questionnaire (3.7.2) about the omittability of main-clause omission in 
Refusal, such as (64) repeated here as (i) addresses exactly this constraints: 
(i) “… You can do it [omit the main clause] only when you are sure the other person will be able to infer the rest 



















they do not have a true intuition like JNS, regarding recoverability, and this is in alignment with 
my results that show over-omission in HNS-JLLs in section 3.5.4. 
	  
 	  
Figure 11. HNS-JLL: Praise utterances with omission Table 10 HNS-JLL: Praise utterances with omission 
 
3.6.  Discussion: Main study 
First, as was shown in Figure 5 and Table 4 (section 3.5.2), Japanese native speakers 
(JNS) rated full utterances significantly higher than utterances with omission: Post analysis 
showed that there was a significant main effect of pragmatic situation F(1,38)=242.27, p<.001, 
η2=.41. Across both language groups, full utterances (M=4.33, SD=1.05) were rated as 
significantly more natural than utterances with omission (M=2.03, SD=1.30), t(457.7)=-21.27, 
p<.001, r=.71.   
In other words, this analysis shows that utterances with main-clause omission were 
scored about half as high as full utterances. This judgment result is already higher than omission-


















section 1.3.1 (the first found that 28% of utterances had omitted main clauses, and the second 
found that 12% of the utterances omitted their main clauses.) However, rating omission at half 
the amount of the full utterances still does not illustrate or capture what I expected: the 
conclusions of Mizutani and Mizutani (1987), who claim that in Japanese, “leaving a part of the 
sentence unsaid so that the listener can supplement it is often more considerate and polite than 
just going ahead and completing one’s own sentence. Always completing one’s own sentences 
can sound as if one is refusing to let the other person participate in completing a sentence which 
might better be completed by two people” (p. 26). More specifically, the results regarding 
question one (section 3.5.2) showed that the rating for omission by JNS across situations did not 
pass the number 3 (M=2.58, SD=1.41), equivalent to “maybe.” As mentioned in the results 
section, this might create the misleading impression that main-clause omission is not an 
acceptable pragmatic strategy in Japanese. However, separating the ratings by speech act reveals 
a different and more accurate result: JNS rated the utterances that require Mitigation in the 
subordinate clause higher (M=3.32, SD=1.27), and utterances that do not, they rated lower 
(M=1.83, SD=1.14). Thus, omitting the main clause in a speech act such as Praise, which is [-
Mitigation], lowered the scores in the results to question 144. I conclude from this that omission 
in Japanese is not only a general pragmatic strategy, but a specific one. Looking closely at the 
constraints for main-clause omission, we can see that it does not occur randomly but rather, it is 
specific and rule-governed:  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
	  










The results of question 2 outline the distinction between Japanese and Hebrew speakers. 
As was shown in Figure 6 Table 5, and in Figure 7 and Table 6, HNS rated omission across 
situations (Praise and Refusal) low, revealing that, unlike the JNS, HNS do not use main-clause 
omission as a pragmatic strategy in Hebrew, and that utterances which include speech acts that 
require Mitigation, such as Refusal, do not trigger main-clause omission in Hebrew, either.  
It is clear that JNS not only allow omission, but also have systematic constraints for 
doing so—like grammar does; namely, JNS allow omission in Refusal significantly more than 
they allow it in Praise. For the JNS, when there is a face-threatening speech act of Refusal in the 
main clause that requires Mitigation, the main clause is omittable. On the other hand, when the 
Japanese speaker is trying to deliver the speech act of Praise in the main clause, which is not a 
face-threatening speech act, the main clause is not omittable. We can conclude from this that the 
omission of the main clause is rule-governed. 
We can also conclude that the linguistically appropriate thing to say among HNS and JNS 
when refusing is not the same. It is safe to assume that speakers of any language try to 
communicate appropriately within a given situation. Here, though, we see that HNS do not use 
the same form of appropriateness as JNS; namely, that HNS do not have this pragmatic strategy 
when refusing, and do not use indirect means of Refusal to show consideration for the listener. 
Thus, trying to refuse in a situation-appropriate way will not work for HNS if they use the form 
of main-clause omission, and it will work, in a systematic way, for JNS.  
To summarize, the findings of this experiment reveal a systematic interaction between a 
pragmatic goal and speech act in Japanese. Main-clause omission after the concessive particle ga 
in Japanese has clear constraints, and it is rule-governed and systematic: [+Mitigation] in the 








syntax, omission in pragmatics is also systematic, and if someone omits incorrectly, it can cause 
confusion. HNS, on the other hand, do not use omission when refusing, so omission likely does 
not signal politeness in Hebrew.  
This leads to the discussion of whether this systematic pragmatic strategy of Refusal in 
Japanese is learnable or not. Interestingly, the results regarding learnability did not confirm my 
initial prediction. Given how different the two languages are, I predicted that the HNS-JLL 
would not perform like the JNS in their judgment about main-clause omission after the 
connective particle ga, and would not understand the systematic rule of Japanese when using this 
structure. To my surprise, however, the HNS-JLL did manage to acquire the use, rules, and 
constraints of the structure in question: As can be seen in Figure 8 and Table 7, (section 3.5.4), 
the HNS-JLL group’s pattern in utterance length and situation is very similar to the JNS. (The 
three-way interaction of situation, utterance length, and language group was not significant, 
F(1,38)=1.28, p=.26, η2=.002. The two-way interactions of language group and situation 
(F(1,38)=0.002, p=.96, η2=.0008) and language group and utterance length (F(1,38)=0.25, p=.62, 
η2=.002) were not significant.) 
More specifically, both the JNS and the HNS-JLL groups rated the omission in Refusal 
higher than the omission in Praise. (Praise utterances with omission (M=2.05, SD=1.13) were 
rated as significantly less natural than Refusal utterances with omission (M=3.65, SD=1.14), 
t(119)=-13.56, p<.001, r=.78.) This behavior is similar to the JNS behavior and not to the HNS 
behavior since, as discussed in section 3.5.3, the HNS results showed no significant difference 
between the omission in Praise and the omission in Refusal. These results suggest that in general, 
HNS-JLL have acquired the JNS systematic behavior around main-clause omission after the 








Even though the general pattern of the HNS-JLL was similar to the JNS’ pattern, the 
HNS-JLL group did rate the utterances in each category significantly higher than JNS (there was 
a significant main effect of group, F(1,38)=15.24, p<.001, η2=.006). Japanese language learners 
(M=3.96, SD=1.36) rated utterances as significantly more natural than Japanese native speakers 
(M=3.38, SD=1.49), t(478)=4.81, p<.001, r=.22). Even though this analysis did not show a 
significant difference between the JNS and the HNS-JLL in the two-way interaction and three-
way interaction of situation between groups, the HNS-JLL still rated everything significantly 
higher than the JNS. That means that they have acquired the systematic pragmatic rules of the 
JNS, but they overrated everything/did not rate at a fully native level of competence. That shows 
that they would most likely speak to JNS in a near-native level, and communicate clearly, with 
both sides understanding each other and not detecting rudeness from the interlocutor. However, 
on a more subtle level, Japanese people probably notice the slightly non-native level of omission 
when they speak with such Japanese learners: an over-allowance of omission, and the rate of 
communication might feel subtly off and slower45. 
Since this structure: [[clause A ga (“although/but”)], [clause B] ] is not explicitly 
mentioned in textbooks (see Appendix 3), the fact that the participants not only manage to 
acquire it but in fact use it more than JNS, shows support and strengthens the data in revealing 
that this pragmatic strategy is systematic and learnable. In addition, if we assume L1 transfer of 
pragmatics, these results indicate that this transfer can be overcome although maybe through 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
	  
45 These results were particularly interesting for me, the researcher, since they might explain my personal reason for 
choosing this topic (see section 1.1). Perhaps the reason my boss corrected my pragmatics was that I had acquired 








overcompensation, because the HNS-JLL accepted main-clause omission to a higher degree than 
JNS.      
 
3.7. Post-test questionnaire results 
3.7.1. Comments from the Japanese Native Speakers about the omission 
The post-experiment questionnaire revealed that the JNS use omission of the main clause 
as a strategy of politeness and indirectness. Subjects stated that the main reason for using 
omission is to avoid saying something uncomfortable or offending to the listener in any way. 
However, as shown in Figure 12 and table 11 below, there were two kinds of subjects who did 
not favor the omission: (1), subjects who had been in the U.S. more than 15 years and (2), 
subjects who were under 30 years old. This Young or Americanized group explained that they 
have difficulty using this strategy even though they know that in Japan it is frequently used. One 
Americanized subject reported that when she goes to Japan, the Japanese look at her strangely 
because she does not use this omission, and that she feels that living in the U.S. for so many 
years has made her more direct and straightforward in her speech. A young subject mentioned 
that the older generations use this strategy but that she does not.  
 In order to address this distinction, an additional ANOVA was run on the two JNS sub- 
groups: The Young or Americanized group (n=10), and the Older or Newcomer group of subjects 
who are older than 30 or subjects that have lived in the U.S. for fewer than 15 years (n=10). This 
ANOVA was done “across situation” (namely, Refusal and Praise combined and not separated 
by situation, as was done in section 3.5.2.) The results, shown in Figure 12 and Table 11, 








significantly more natural than younger or Americanized JNS (n=10, M=2.12, SD=1.04), 




	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   Figure 12 Omission by language across situation     Table 11 Omission by language across situation 
Because of the limited number of subjects in each group, these results are only 
preliminary, but they show a tendency for younger/Americanized JNS to not react favorably to 
main-clause omission, and a tendency for older/newcomer subjects to react favorably to it.  
Naka (1986a, 1986b), investigated Refusal strategies in Japanese across different age 
groups through a role-play and a questionnaire. She found out that “the number of different 
semantic formulas increased as age increased. Older participants employed more indirect 
expressions than younger participants.” (In Kawate-Mierzejewska (2002), p.62-63) These results 
indicate that a control for age and time in the U.S. might have changed the outcomes of the 
current experiment significantly. 
 
Language Utterance Rating 
Japanese  Omission 3.10 
(Older or  
 
(1.55) 
Newcomer) Full Utterances 4.40 
    (0.85) 
Japanese  Omission 2.12 
(Younger or  
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3.7.2. Comments from the Hebrew native speakers subjects about the omission 
HNS in general did not accept the omission of the main clause where the utterance ends 
with the concessive particle aval (‘but’). The few HNS subjects who did accept the omission 
gave explanations indicating that ending the sentence with aval is done for very different reasons 
than main-clause omission in Japanese. They reported that in Hebrew, it is considered rude, and 
that it is used out of laziness, only when the situation is extra clear, and only with people who are 
very close to you (i.e., in an informal register).  
Below, in (62)–(65), are quotes from HNS participants who accepted the omission:  
(62)   “If I talk to Udi and he is telling me what a busy period he has at his job, I can try  
my luck and ask him if he wants to come with me to England, even though I know there 
is almost no chance for that. He can say ‘I would like to come aval… (I just told you how 
busy I am)’.”  
 
(63) “You need a strong base to the relationship in order to end a sentence with aval. If my son 
starts talking to me and I don’t have the time, I can say, ‘I want to hear what you want to 
say aval …’ and he will already understand that I have to continue to do my things. It is out 
of laziness that I don’t complete the sentence to explain why I can’t listen to him right now. 
You never use it with strangers, for sure. It is not appropriate. It is not polite without a 
doubt. It is not nice to leave someone hanging in the air.” 
 
(64) “You can do it only in a closed group and only when there is background context for the 
sentence. If you do it, it is because you are tired, and you are just too lazy to continue the 
end of the sentence. You can do it only when you are sure the other person will be able to 
infer the rest of the sentence from the context.” 
 
(65) “It’s not polite to omit. You can use a face expression with people you feel comfortable 
with. From this facial expression, the listener can understand that you can’t find the words 
or that you don’t feel like completing the sentence.” 
 
Most of the participants did not allow the omission at all and explained why you cannot 
end a sentence with aval. Explanation quotes from four participants are below, in (66)–(69):  
(66) “If you have a doubt you take a break after the aval, before you continue your sentence: 
‘aval …you know what? I will think about it again, maybe I can do it tomorrow.’ You don’t 









(67) “‘I want to go aval…’ you start a sentence whose purpose is to refuse with Mitigation, but 
you end this sentence in the middle—this is half the work—really not polite to leave 
someone hanging like that, like a hostage.” 
 
(68) “If you try to mitigate the Refusal you have to do it with words. It is not polite to end a 
Refusal without finishing the sentence, without giving an explicit excuse.” 
 
(69) “When I talk to my husband, he talks so slow. When he uses aval I already understand what 
he refers to but anyway he always finishes the sentence…” 
 
3.7.3. Comments from the Hebrew native speakers-Japanese language learner subjects 
about the omission 
	  
All of the HNS-JLL except one approved the omission of the main clause after the 
particle ga (“but”) in utterances with Refusal, and gave explanations for it. The participant who 
did not accept the omission did not supply an explanation for his judgment.  
Below are some reasons they think omission in a Refusal utterance may be used in Japanese:  
(70) “In order to refuse without saying it bluntly. In order to be polite. In order not to be too 
blunt when refusing.” 
 
(71) “The Japanese do not want to “hurt” anyone so they don’t say the “hurting” part of the 
utterance, and let the hearer understand it by him/herself.” 
 
(72) “Because the Japanese people do not give straightforward answers.” 
 
(73) “In order not to give an explicit answer about their thoughts.” 
 
(74) “In order to mitigate the negativity.” 
 
(75) “In order to beautify the Refusal.” 
 
(76) “It helps the hearer understand that the rest of the sentence is going to be negative.” 
 
(77) “In Japanese culture, there is indirectness when expressing negative feelings.” 
 
(78) “The speaker is not going to make it heavier for the hearer when expressing negative 









(79) “The omission will happen usually in Refusal, or when the speaker is saying something 
negative.” 
 
In (80)–(82) there are some explanations for the reason in which the HNS-JLL rated omission in 
Praise low: 
(80) “In Praise, there is no need to omit since the speaker wants to say something nice,  
         so it is easy to express it.” 
 
(81) “In Praise, you say something positive and then stop.” 
 
(82) “When you want to praise, you do not negate the sentence.” 
 
Lastly, one subject voluntarily expressed her opinion regarding how HNS who do not speak 
Japanese will judge omission in Refusal: 
(83) “In Israel, people will not be satisfied with ending the utterance here (e.g., after the  
concessive particle) because they will want to know why.”   
 
3.8  Discussion  - Post-test questionnaire   
The results show a tendency for younger and Americanized JNS not to react favorably to 
main-clause omission, and a tendency for older participants and newcomers to react favorably to 
it. These results can further clarify the data regarding JNS’ allowance of main-clause omission 
showing that while JNS do use main-clause omission as a pragmatic strategy, age and length of 
immersion in the U.S. play a factor. This indicates that just like there is cross-linguistic influence 
in grammar, there is cross-cultural influence in the use of language. 
The results of the JNS’ and HNS’s comments in the post-experiment questionnaire 
indicate that JNS use main-clause omission as a pragmatic strategy in utterances with Mitigation 








more polite way. These results supports a common view about Japanese in general being one of 
the most indirect languages in the world (see section 2.1.3), and about Japanese language 
omission in particular (see section 1.2.1).  
The comments of the post-experiment questionnaire also revealed very different values 
and priorities in communication between Japanese speakers and Hebrew speakers. The same 
form that is used in Japanese as a politeness strategy is considered among HNS to be rude and 
impolite. The same strategy that is used in Japanese to show respect toward the hearer is 
considered disrespectful in Hebrew, and like “leaving the hearer a hostage.” As mentioned in 
section 2.1.2, other cultures anecdotally view Hebrew directness as rude, yet the Israeli subjects 
reported that indirectness in fact makes them uncomfortable. This is critical, because it is 
common for laypeople and linguists alike to conflate the notion of omission with the 
reputation/stereotype of Japanese culture being polite.  
In this way, the fact that the monolingual Hebrew-speaking subjects reported main-clause 
omission to be rude is groundbreaking, because it touches upon the fundamental question of 
what “counts” as rudeness and politeness. Do pragmatic universal principles such as Brown and 
Levinson’s (1987) politeness principle add to the understanding and good communication 
between people of different cultures, or rather cause the opposite effect, and create criticism and 
judgment of other languages and cultures? This dissertation urges language learners and scholars 
alike to try to understand each language’s pragmalinguistics and sociopragmatics as language-
specific, instead of looking at politeness as a universal principle, for better cross-cultural 
communication, as suggested by Wierzbika (1999) (section 2.1.4). If we investigate politeness 
principles on a case-by-case basis, as opposed to imagining a general principle, then we can 








to each culture/language separately? Which pragmatic strategies are used in a specific culture or 
language as a reflection of it? Moreover, if L2 learners can be aware of these differences 
between their language and the target language, this can lead to better proficiency, and to—just 
as importantly, if not more so—better communication and understanding of the target culture and 
language. 
In sum, these results reveal the subtlety of how language can be used differently for the 
same purpose across two different cultures. It reveals different primitive and normative priorities 
of the two languages and cultures. Futher, these findings strengthen the importance of learning 
both the grammar of a language and its pragmatics.  








4. CHAPTER 4: CONCLUSIONS 
In this dissertation, I have investigated main-clause omission in Japanese, a language that 
encourages omission in general, and discovered previously unknown constraints around its 
omittability: the “sufficient information” Constraint (enough information to allow the hearer to 
infer clearly what is omitted) and the constraint of Mitigation. The primary findings and 
conclusions of this dissertation are that discourse pragmatics are rule-governed, have systematic 
constraints, are learnable and teachable, and that explicit knowledge about these kinds of 
pragmatic strategies, along with including them in textbooks and curricula, can lead to better 
proficiency levels in the target language and—at times even more importantly—to better 
communication and tolerance between cultures. 
Furthermore, results revealed that JNS have clear and systematic pragmatic constraints 
regarding the omission of the main clause after the particle ga (‘but’) ([[clause A ga (‘but’)], 
[clause B]]), which are as follows: Omission is favored in utterances that require Mitigation in 
the first clause, and in which the speech act in the main clause is a face-threatening one, and is 
considered negative or uncomfortable for the hearer to hear, such as, for example, Refusal. 
Contrastingly, omission is not favored when there is no Mitigation in the subordinate clause, and 
in cases where the main clause delivers a speech act that is not a face-threatening one, such as, 
for example, Praise. Moreover, both the statistically significant experimental results and the 
comments from the post-test questionnaire revealed that even though HNS do not accept the 
above structure, HNS-JLL can in fact acquire the systematic pragmatic rules that govern this 
structure in Japanese. This implies that, like grammar, pragmatic structures and strategies in the 








The experimental results showed clearly that full utterances overall are significantly more 
acceptable than utterances with main-clause omission, but that main-clause omission in the 
above structure, when triggered by Mitigation, is more salient in Japanese than in other 
languages, due in part to the high-context status of Japanese. Specifically, the data from my 
experiment revealed that JNS systematically allow and favor the pragmatic structure mentioned 
above, using it as a pragmatic strategy for what they reported in the post-experiment 
questionnaire (section 3.7.1) to be indirectness/politeness. Hebrew speakers accept the omission 
of main clauses significantly less than native Japanese speakers, due, I argue, to the low-context 
nature of Hebrew, and finally, L1 Hebrew learners of Japanese, at least at advanced levels, can 
acquire the Japanese way of main clause omission and even over-omit.  
 The data also revealed, in contrast, that Hebrew Native Speakers (HNS) do not accept 
such omissions, and regard the structure as impolite, and even rude. The results of my 
investigation in this dissertation indicate the following: (1), HNS regard as rude (omission and 
indirectness) what JNS regard as polite, (2), because of the nature of the Dugri speech style, 
HNS are often considered rude/too direct among non-Israelis. This raises a fundamental question 
about what rudeness and politeness really are, and suggests that language teaching should 
incorporate the language’s specific pragmalinguistics and sociopragmatics to facilitate better 










Appendix 1: Pilot study - Japanese native speaker participants -Target stimuli 
A. Refusal:  
 
 (Refusal: Situation 1)  
 
Suzuki invites Yamada to a party in his house, which will be held tonight.  
Yamada is trying to refuse. To what degree is the following utterance natural? 
 
(1-a) hontoo wa  Ikitai     desu  ga,    ikenai           desu         
         really   TOP go.want COP   but    go.POT.NEG    COP 
      ‘I actually would like to go, but I cannot (go)’ 
 
(1-b) hontoo wa  Ikitai       desu  ga...                                            
         really   TOP go.want   COP   but 
       ‘I actually would like to go, but…’                                    
 
 (Refusal: Situation 2)  
 
The head of a media club named Sakai is asking members to do a project in pairs. Hayashi is 
asking Nishino whether she would like to pair up with him for the project. Nishino wants to 
refuse. Is it natural to refuse by saying the following? 
 
(2-a) jikkai           wa   zehi           Hayashi.san   to       yaritai      desu  ga, 
         Next.time    TOP  certainly    Hayashi        with    do.want    COP   but 
 
 
            kon  kai   wa  moo       Sakai.san   to     suru  koto   ni nattan           desu    
         this  time TOP already  Sakai         with  do    thing  to become.past  COP    
           
         ‘Next time I would love to do it with you, but this time I am already doing it  
          with Sakai.’ 
 
 
 (2- b) jikkai           wa   zehi           Hayashi.san to       yaritai      desu  ga... 
           Next.time    TOP  certainly    Hayashi        with   do.want    COP  but 
          ‘Next time I would love to do it with you, but...’ 
 
 (Refusal: Situation 3)  
 
Takayama is asking Nakai if he would like to do something together sometimes. Nakai is trying 
to refuse. Can he say the following? 
 
 (3-a) ochitsuitara           zehi         dokoka       ni  ikitai      desu    ga,  








          
          saikin     shigoto ga          isogashii desu.    
          recently work     NOM         busy        COP    
         
           ‘When things will calm down I will certainly want to go with you somewhere,  
           but recently I am busy with work.’ 
 
 (3- b) ochitsuitara            zehi        dokoka         ni  ikitai       desu    ga...  
           when.things.relax  certainly  somewhere to   go.want  COP       but      
          ‘When things calm down I will certainly want to go with you somewhere, but…’ 
 
B.  Praise:  
 
(Praise: Situation 1)  
Each student in Yuki’s class was matched with an English tutor. Yuki meets with her   
English tutor for the first time. The tutor thinks her English is very good and would like to  
praise her. Does the following sentence sound natural as a form of praise? 
 
 (1-a) yoku  hoka no     kurasu meeto  no     reveru wa    wakararimasen ga.  
          good other GEN   class     mates GEN   level    TOP   know.NEG          but 
 
         Yuki san no       eigo      wa   totemo jouzu    desu.  
         Yuki       GEN    English TOP  very    skillful  COP     
 
         ‘I am not sure what the level of the other classmates is, but your English is great.’ 
 
 
(1 b) yoku   hoka no     kurasu   meeto no     reveru wa    wakararimasen ga...  
         good other GEN     class     mates GEN    level   TOP   know.NEG          but 
         ‘I am not sure what the level of the other classmates is, but...’ 
 
 
 (Praise: Situation 2)  
 
There was an English-speech competition in which Itani won third place. Kawamura is 
approaching Itani in order to praise him. As praise, is the following utterance natural? 
 
(2-a) taihen   data         to   omoimasu  ga,     hontooni yoku dekimashita.    
         tough   COP.PAST  QM  think           but     really      well  do.PAST     
         ‘I think it was tough, but (you) did really well.’ 
 
 (2- b) taihen data         to  omoimasu ga...      
           tough  COP.PAST QM think           but 








 (Praise: Situation 3)  
 
Yamaguchi volunteered to paint the walls of a school’s library since they got dirty. He went 
above and beyond the volunteer members’ expectations and did a remarkable job, choosing the 
right colors and creating a special atmosphere. Nagai approaches him in order to praise him. 
 
(3-a) saisho         kara    jouzu     ni  dekiru    to      omottemashita ga,  
         beginning   from   skillful   in  can.do   that    think.past        but 
 
         Yamaguchi.san wa    hontouni   puro               mitai          desu. 
         Yamaguchi        TOP   really        professional   looks.like   COP    
 
         ‘I thought from the beginning that you could do it well, but you are really like a  
          professional’ 
          
 (3-b) saisho         kara    jouzu     ni  dekiru    to      omottemashita ga... 
          beginning   from   skillful   in  can.do    that    think.past  
         ‘I thought from the beginning that you could do it well, but....’ 
 
 








Appendix 2: Post-experiment questionnaire 
Thank you very much for participating in my experiment. 
In the experiment you had three situations in which the speaker had to refuse to an invitation or 
an offer. Some of these utterances ended with ‘but…’ and were not complete sentences. For 
example:  
hontoo wa Ikitai       desu  ga...                                            
really   TOP go.want   COP   but 
‘I actually would like to go, but…’        
                             
In general, do you feel that you might hear such utterances in everyday conversation?  Yes/No 




Also, in the experiment there were three situations in which the speaker praised the listener. 
Some of the utterances the speaker used were not complete sentences and ended with “but…” 
For example: 
taihen  data         to  omoimasu ga...      
tough   COP.PAST  QM think           but 
‘I think it was tough, but...’ 
In general, do you feel that you might hear such utterances in everyday conversation?  Yes/No 




Could you explain the difference/similarity in your response to the incomplete utterances in 












Appendix 3: Main Clause omission after the CONP ga in existing textbooks 




omission with the 
particle ga/kedo 
Page Section Explanation 







2 96 Dialogue No 
Nakama 1 
 
1 283 Dialogue No 
Nakama 2 8 92, 192, 336, 
436, 480 
Dialogue No 
Japanese for College students 
vol. 1 
0   No 
Japanese for College students 
vol. 2 
1 236 Dialogue No 
Kisetsu 1  
 
1 358 Dialogue No 
 
Examples: 
Genki 1, p. 228, Dialogue:  
Mearii: Oosaka kara Sooru made hikooki no yoyaku o onegai shimasu. 
  ‘Mary: I’d like to reserve a plane ticket from Osaka to Seoul.’ 
Ryokoo gaisha no hito: Hai, itsu desu ka.         
 ‘Travel agent: When is it?’ 
Mearii: Juunigatsu juukunichi desu.   
 ‘Mary: December 19.’ 
Ryokoo gaisha no hito: gozen to gogo no bin ga arimasu ga… 
‘Travel agent: We have a morning flight and an afternood flight’ (*no translation for the ga…) 
Mearii: gozen no o onegai shimasu. 








Expression notes (p. 236):  
We sometimes use ga and kedo (but) at the end of a sentence when we want our partners 
to treat what we just said as a given, common ground to build upon. These words often 
indicate the speaker’s intention to give her partner a chance to react and speak up. By 
relegating the right to speak to one’s partner, they also contribute to the politeness of 
one’s utterance. In the dialogue, the travel agent lays out the relevant information on the 
table; there are two flights, one leaving in the morning and another in the afternoon. Ga 
attached to her sentence indicates that she wants to build upon, and move forward with, 
these pieces of information. Instead of asking the obvious question, namely, Dochira ga 
ii desu ka, the agent chooses not to finish her sentence, and lets her customer come 
forward with an answer immediately.   
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